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USF Calls Interns
Out Of Classrooms
By TOM JIMENEZ
Staff Writer

curred as a result of general discontent of teachers with
the state's educational standards.

Almost 400 USF teacher internS> and aides were
's 'public schools this week as
ca ll ed. out 0 f th e count Y
,·
teachers throughout the state went on str Ike Monday· At
least two other universities in the state followed suit.
The strike, the first statewide in the nation, oc-

A Florida Education Association official said Saturday that teachers were prepared to stay out "from now
t"l forever. " The educa t·10n cns1s
· · ha d been brewmg
··
uni
for months and the strike came after teachers asked
Governor Claude ~irk for a special session of the Legislature to settle the problems of education. ·
·

·walkout To Be
About 2 Weeks
'

By RAY HIRSHORN

:\

Phe> f·o by Randy Jones

·

C~~istine Jones, ·left, is the new :Miss Andros. A sophomore,
she \.eprllSented. Kappa. Delta soroity. Janet Hotard, right,
will repr_esen:t · vsF at Glamour's m~azine's 'Best Dressed
College C<ied' ciintest. · .
· ·
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the students could not acquire
all the expected benefits inSlaff Writer
volved in the usual internship
The probable teacher walk- environment, they would nevout in Florida may pose a ertheless receive the necesproblem to USF students sary teaching experience replanning to intern next q·uar- quired of education majors.
tedn Florida schools.
OFFICIALS AT the College
ButDr. Ray Urbanek, assis- of Education expressed the
tant dean of the College of opinion that if the teacher
Education, said that the "Uni- walkout takes place, it would
versity will meet its responsi- be a "short one, " probably a
bility toward the 340 students matter of " one or two
who have apllled for intern- weeks."
The plans for aiding student
ship positions. We shall find a
way by which these students interns does not mean that the
can receive credit for their in- University will interfere with
the proposed teacher \valkout.
tership."
Some form of 1 "micro- Some officials in the Universiteaching" may take place ty feel that if the walkout
with the University providing takes place, another session
the physical facilities and nec- · of the Legislature will have to
essary person.nel. Although be convened to meet the criUrbanek · acknowledged thar sis.
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· Ma·y .c·1Q·se .Sports Clubs
.

'

•Students,,may not have any
sports ·clubs Quarter III un- .
less University :administrative
' officials figure
,.;ay to allo• cate funds to existing ·clubs.
· Murphy . Osborne, recrea' 1Iona{ sp-orts coordinator, and
~-Sports Club Council members
and advisers met Monday to
~- discuss, what action should be
ta)!:en by the Council t o receive funqs.
_ No funds were allocated tcr
sportS clubs this year, and existing ~ lubs have raised dues
to large amounts to• operate,
accordin_,g to Osllorne:

a

~ I

.

~

~

.

.

.

clubs second priority behind
in tramurals, ".tiiird ·. priority
(intercollegia_te. athletics) ,was
awarded $36,ooo for operation.
He a!So said these clubs are
organized to supplement the
Physical Education program,
and are part of the learning
experience ~f USF students.

"SURVIVING CLUBS 'have self-sufficient, and. that their
dcm.e so through the efforts of expansion without funds is
·also impossible.
senior members," · Osborne
Student activity fees were
pointed out. "These members sufficient to insure club exishave handled the duties of the tence · in previous years, alprofessional instructors the though they didn't provide
clubs weren't ah le to hire. " enough funds for maintenance
- and growth . .
He emphasized that it is impossible for the c\ubs to b~ (Please See SPORTS, Page 3)

SA 8-udget Set

...

'

·budget is more than $700 less
than last year's request.
- Most of this difference is
the request for $500 for a
teacher evaluation program.
There was no evaluation. last
year because of the request
cut.
-Evaluation services plan a
pilot evaluation program on
the entire university, accord'
f
'
•
ing to Barnett. They have
> ....\"· •
asked for the cooperation of
the SA.
ACCORDING TO Barnett,
this professional evaluation
'I
' •
: ..
- •
relieves the SA from having
to sponsor a duplicate program.
.The fwo major costs of student
governtent in the coming
' .
year as ,in the past will be the
, (Editorial, Page 4)
Oracle- Editor Stuart Thayer. ment of University regula- salaries for the secretaries
The 90-minute luncheon was tions in off-campus but Uni- and the officers of the SA.
tJSF policemei1 may get held at noon Feb.' 14 in Uni'The budget allows $4,200 for
versity - regulated housing.
some of" their future training
versity Center 264. The topics
USF students arrested for secretariat.salaries and $3,000
with the ·help of the Hillsbordiscussed included the recent crimes i1nhe county would· be for SA off~cer~. The president
ough County Sheriff's DepartUSF marijuana. e)\posures.
turned over to the Sheriff, ";it · and vice president of the assoment.
Beard said most of the cam- V:-as: said. -Capt. i{amsey said ciation . receive · _$350 each
Student dormitory oficials pus users seemed to be cen- he· was confident "lie couid · quarter. may. also be receiving in- tered ;in Fon.tana H\lll, an -.off- "dry the city up:' of signifi"I WOULD- HOPE 'that the
. creased' imormation about il- campus privately owned dor- cant m¥,;li,\l!lna_fraffic.
·
legislatfue approve,!J: the re.legal dfugs and hallucinogens mitory whose owners agreed . PRES. ALLEN reiterated quest at the coming meeting
in an , effort to reduce their to operate iinder .USF housing the University's · efforts in so that there won't be any
sale and use.
regulations.
warning students against pos- changes right in the middle of
. This·was part of a pledge of.
THE MOST immediate ob- session of marijuana and the Finance Committee deliberaincreased cooperation agreed jective of the discussion was hazards of smoking it refer- tion," said Barnett.
upon .last ,week in a luncheon to · olear . up· blurred law- ring to the University regulaS e v e r a 1 resolutions apbetween USF Pres. John S .. enfol'.cing boundaries. Fontana tions against it, and the pam- proved by the Rules CommitAl!en and f¥llsbo~ough County· Hall is off the campus and phlets issued by the Universi- tee will be placed before the
Sherjff Malcolm Beard.
thus under the jurisdiction of ty.
legislature Thursday inclut
GUESTS OF Pres. Allen in- the County Sheriff. Possible
Dean Fisher said she had ing one that would establish a
cluded Hillsborough V i c e arrests, however, .i n, v o l v e heard of several resident as- stuj}ent study· commission on
Squad Capt. , R. D. Ramsey, state Uruversity students, for sistants (RA) suspected drugs acade/Ilic freedom to publish
ai:iother deputy, USF Vice whose conduct the University in some rooms· but that uri~ - a report on the history and
Pres . .for Student Affairs Her- is responsible.
familiarity with · tbe drugs · uses of academic freedom.
The Sheriff encouraged Uni- niade '. them hesitant to make - Another resolution would in_.
bert J. Wunderlich, · Dean of
,Men !Charles Wildy, Dean of versity · security . officers to any flat accusations. She sug- sure thadandlords in the UniWPmE:n Margaret . Fisher, Di- "make cases," . gather evi- gested possible programs to versity area do nof take
rector . of Physical Pianning dence and make· their own ar- acquaint RA'-s \vit11 problem undue advantage of the stuClyde Hill, Student Associa- rests. The , close cooperation drugs so_they could recognize dents in an contractual agreetion , Pres. Scott ·Barnett, and pledge involved the enforce- them.
ment.

"ONLY ;THE wealthy . clubs
By ART FINK
have -been .able to survive,"
Staff Writer
he said . . "We either· .have to
Student Association Pres.
·drop ~e clubs or receive Scott Barnett's $15,725 budget
some funds to finance them.'_' request for 1968-69 will" be preOsborne said that even sented to the SA legislature
- though University . Po 1 i .c y fo r approval Thursday night.
Statement 48 gives . sports . _ · The legislature can ap-

prove only the budget request.
The actual budget' must be
passed by the University Finance Commiftee.
Last year .a request was
submitted for $16,598 but the
final budget was only $11,325.
THIS YEAR'S proposed

AS, PART · OF 'COOPERATION' PLEDGE
-~

.;·:Cffi!nty .To Help Train .
,USF Security Forces
~

SFEA To Talk
About Crisis
The Student Florida Education Association will hold a
meeting today at 2 p.m. in
the Education Building 202C.
"A Florida Education Association representative will be
there to answer student's
questions about' the current
education crisis, " Gar y
Cohen, SFEA president said.
One of three representatives from the FEA is being
considered.
\

The Florida Legislature
passed an education package
which was unacceptable to
the FEA.
STUDENTS FROM: the University doing their required
internship in the p u b l i c
schools have demonstrated
their concern with the teacher
walkout.
·
"We are pulling all our interns in during · the crisis,"
said Dr. Jean A. Battle, Dean
of the College of Education.
"We don't want them to be
used by either side."
Similar action was taken by
the state's two largest universities, University of Florida
and Florida State University,
which withdrew their interns
and did not permit them to
accept positions as substitute
teachers.

Photo by Allan Sm ith

Multiple Rainfall?
It seldom rains at USF, but when it does it comes from all
directions, or s oit seeml! to Kathi Buurma, 2CBS, who gazes
at the sprinkler watering the lawn during last. week's downpour.

Candidates Vie
For 'Miss Aegean
-

By MARIO GARCIA
Managing Editor

Also , Peter B. O'Sullivan,
assistant professor of Theatre
Arts; Robert Dwyer, associOne or 24 coeds
ate professor of Education;
be crowned Miss Aegean
Sam Nuccio, former editor of
for 1968-69 at the annual Miss
the Aegean yearbook and
Aegean Ball Saturday night in
Ward Hancock, former directhe University Center (CTR)
tor of Purchasing and ProBallroom at 9.
curement, now staff coordinaThe contest, sponsored by tor of purchasing for the state
the Aegean, attracts girls university system.
BATTLE EMPHASIZED from all sections of the UniCompeting for the titls th is
that the University, as "a versity and is based on scho· year are: Bobbie Allen, 3
place to search for truth," is Jastic achievement, personali- ESH, sponsored by Alpha
not supposed to take sides.
ty, activities, dress, poise, Delta Pi Sorority Pledges.
Calvert Craig, director of beauty, interests and hobbies. Peggy Ann Apgar, 2 CBS,
interns, explained that USF
Students will be able to vote sponsored by Chi Omega sointerns were called back and for one of ten finalists Thurs- rority. Sharon Barfield, 3
be given educational ex- day and Friday in the CTR FRE, sponsored by Alpha
• See how ·it effects Col- will
periences here until the " Lobby. The fina\i~ts were se- , Delta Pi Sorority.
lege on Edu~ation page 3 s~hools resume,
lected by1 a l?anel .of . fac ulty
MARY ANN BLIND, 3 CBS,
jtJ.dges and. a p<1n~l of, promi- sponsored · by Ep$ilon Dorm.
' If USF . gC>t'.5 the "'$2'.'3-1riilli"iin ,
These experiences, Cralg
passed by the Legislature lasf said· would be simulated nent members of the Tampa Joann Bodden, 2 CBS, sponweek, the facul ty-- ·and staff teaching to detemine teach- Bay comvu,mity.
sored by Lambda Chi Alpha
FACULTY MEMBERS who
hiring 'freeze will be lifted en- ing strength and weaknesses,
Fraternity. Frances Bowman,
tirely as of Sept. 1, according lesson planning, study of will be judges for the prelimi- 4EDE,' spOI)SOred by Delta
to Andrew C. Rodgers, USF school organization and other nary judging are: Walter E.
Zeta Sorority.
Griscti , assistant professor of
business manager.
Pam Drew. 4 EDE, sponschool-related topics.
Journalism ; Edgar W. Kopp,
· ·Rodgers said tlie freeze : on
sored by Kappa Delta SororiCRAIG POINTED out that dean and professor of Engi- ty, Patricia Fallon, 4PSY,
creating new faculty and staff
positions would be lifted Sept. these experiences will com- neering; Mrs. Militza Artzy- sponsored by Delta Delta
bushev, assistant professor of
1, with the freezes on filling
Delta Pledges. Gayle Hardeplete the internship period Foreign Languages.
o!irrent vacancies e n d i n g and that no repetition of the
man, 4ENG. sponsored by the
Sept. 1 for faculty, and July 1 internship has been planned.
brothers oi Theta Alpha Chapfor staff and. non-acad!=mics.
ter of Sigma u.
Students enrolled in the
It means that if Gov. Kirk
Schatzi Hinton, 3 CBS, sponcourse requiring teacher aiddoesn 't veto the main spendsored by Tau Epsilon Phi Fraing will also be withdrawn
ing bill passed by the Legislaternity. Karen Howard, 4
from the classroom and simiture last week, the University
EDE, sponsored · by Sigma
lar · educational experiences
Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity.
will be able to expand its facassigned to them.
Maxine Kamin, 1 CBS, sponulty and staff ranks somewhat
The in terns will be used as
sored by The Oracle.
for nex t fiscal year with pay
LYNETTE KELLY, 4 PSY,
effect Sept. 1, two months resource persons in the
sponsored by Delta Delta
after the fiscal year starts.
classes. They will do reDelta. Lynda Kay Long, 3
KIRK HAD NOT taken ac- search, library assignments,
Harold Pinter's "The Dumb ENG, sponsored by Tri Chi
tion on the spending bill last
observation of college classes Waiter" will be presented Sorority. Carol Ann McAlear,
Monday due to his weekend
and
teacher evaluation of today ·as a Readers Theatre 2 CBS, sponsored by Alpha
tour of California where he
pupil
behavior.
performance fo the University Tau Omega Fraternity.
was meeting with California
Center
Ballroom at 2 o'clock.
Judy Perry, 3 EDA, sponRepublicans and celebrabng
The College of Education
Student Director Bill Alex- sored by Phi Delta Theta Frahis first wedding anniversary, will maintain all interns and
also.
teacher aides informed of the ander said that this will be ternity. Cindy Strong, 2 CBS,
The spending bill, if passed, University's policy in regard the first time a work by Pin- sponso red by Phi Delta Theta.
would give USF
to their return to the class- ter will be presented on cam- Leslie Taylor, 2 CBS, sponsored by Gamma Hall.
pus.
18.4 million for fiscal 1969.
room.
Shirley Trainor, 3 ENG,
"Pinter is one of the leading
contemporary dramatists in sponsored by the Catholic Stuthe world today, possibly only dent Orga nization. D on n a
second to Beckett, " Alexander Lynne Ur, 4 SOC, sponsored
said. "If you can make that by Delta 2 West. Terry Ann
kind of division," he added. Voght, 3 CBS. sponsored by
Don Moyer as Ben and Bob Kappa Delta Pledges.
CAROL WATSON, 3 EDE,
Erwin as Gus will be doing
Two new scholarships are Professional Women ·is spon- the one-act pla y in cockney sponsored by Delta Gamma
available for women students' soring a $100 scholarship for a accent.
Sorority. Nancy Wright, 1
for Quarter III.
young woman of the Tampa
Alexander said that the play CBS, sponsored by Circle K.
One scholarship is being · area. This scholarship is in is " tremendously enigmatic. Lani Carole Zeigler, 2 CBS,
It deals with two members of sponsored by Sigma Phi ·Epsigiven. by Gasparil!a Business memory of Dorothy Gilmer.
and Professional Women , and
All women students who are an unnamed organization who lon Fraternity.
Admission to the Miss Aegethe .other . is sponsored by interested should write Mrs. are to carry out their function
an
Ball is - $1.25 per person.
on
the
day
of
the
perforDelta Delta Delta Sorority.
Kitty Pinzan, 3415 Paxton
are now on sale in the
Tickets
It
is
quite
'Kafkaesmance.
The Gasparilla Business and Ave., Tampa, before March 1.
CTR lobby. The event is
Applicants are asked to give que' in tone.''
Frank Galati, speech in- semi-formal. The Pea_sants
their past scholastic record ,
the I music ~r the
structor,
will be the superv is- will provide
their chosen profession and
.
evenmg.
ing
director.
institutions they plan to attend. The winner will be chosen March 18. The award will
be given at the club's installa.• tion of officers at a later date.
· All full·time undergraduate
women students are eligible.
Applicants
should be well
Members of Students For
qualified
and
show promise of
Peace and Freedom (SPF)
valuable service in a chosen
will hold a peace march
field and to her future comANSWER: A weekly Radio
QUESTION: Why is there
Friday at RMF-Jackson
munity.
no television sets in Andros and TV schedule would take
Products plant, manufacAcademic record , contribu- Lounge?
too much valuable space that
turer of missile nozzles and
tion to the campus, and finan- .
ANSWER: Educational Re- must be devoted to news in
tail assemblies for use in
cial need will be ·considered in sources, according to Ray- order to bring a wider coverVietnam. SPF Vicechoosing the recipient.
mond King, director of Hous- age of campus events.
Presiden t Doug Griffin
Applications
for
the
Delta
ing, ran short of funds beQUESTION: Why can't the
said.
Delta Delta scholarship may cause of the demand of class- University Center Program
The · demonstration will
be picked up in the Office of room television sets. As soon Council movies be shown
be held about 6 p.m. at the
Financial
Aid, Administration as funds and equipment are at the Teaching-Auditorium
plant located within a mile
154.
available the sets will be in- Theatre (TAT)?
of campus_ on 40th Street.
All women students inter- stalled in Andros Lounge.
ANSWER: The TAT is reSPF is an official campus
QUESTION: Why doesn't served exclusively for educaested must apply by March 1,
organization.
and announcement of the The Oracle publish the WUSF tional type programs and not
award will be made May 1. Radio and TV schedule?
for movies.

~1.3-MilUon

Said Sufficient
To Lift Freeze

Guild Stages
Pinter Play
Today, CTR

Two New Scholarships

For Women Quarter Ill

a

Pea·ce Group·
To March

wm
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Registration Changes
Made For Quarter Ill

Feb. 21, 1968, U. of South Florida
4S#

·0 pj\..CLE CLASSIFIED

£$4

ADS

Changes are planned for , include the second floor of the
Quarter III registration , gymnasium. Students wishing
J ames Lucas, assistant regis- to leave the gymnasium betrar, said. Registration for
continuing students will be fore C<Jmpleting · registration
held March 22, from 8 a .m. ·to should go to the packet area
8 p.m . New students and re- and check out.
turning former students will
DROP AND ADD period
register on March 23, from
will be March 23, from 9 to 11
9 to 11 a.m .
There will be four booths at a.m . Students changing their
the entrance to the gymnasi- registration after March 23,
um for use by those s tudents will be charged a $10 late fee .
with appointments d u r i n g The only eicceptions to this
each quarter of the hour. F or rule will be for students who
instance, a person with a 9 fail a course and wish to take
a.m . appointment will go _to it over, an action initiated by
a department to redistribute a
one booth while another with
classroom load, or a student
a 9 :15 appointment will go to
another ·booth.
The purpose of the booths is
to have the students' appointCosmetic Studio
. Home of the
ment cards checked before
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY
' entering the gymnasium. stuNORJHGATE SHOPPING CTR, MALL
dents who lose their api>oint'
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.
ment card must register at 6
Phone 932-2232
p.m. on Friday.
·

13. MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

GeIUlell's certified peat, topsoil,

and yellow sand. Ph. 626-9218,
One time only:
3 line
___ _;____ ____ _____ _ .50 anytime.
Each adclitiJnal line

____ .15

R epeated:

"

15. SERVICES OFFERED
Attention professors and grad1;1-

-

-* ate students. E xperienced thes13

~ to 4 issues . --------- --- · 4<>, typist. Reasonable rates. P ick
:)fore than 41ssues -- - --- .40'" up and deliver. Mrs. Driver.
~ Per 3 lines
229-8565. 839-4827.

registered for a class that has
been cancelled.
Students are advised to pay
their registration fees early in
order to avoid long lines at
the cashiers' tables. Deadline
for paying fees early is March
15.

I

t(

2 P .l\I. Friday Deadline
19. RIDES
Room Ctr. 224 Ext. 620, 618 <Wanted):
Two experienced Mardi Gras
1. AUTOMOTIVE
Pilgrims need ride to New Or- - - - - - - - - - - - leans. Will share expenses. Former residents o! the French
.
1962 VW Sedan •. Ra~10, Heater, Quarter. We know Bourbon
Wh1te~alls , engme m excellent Street! Phone 9~·9650.
cond1t1on ~625 . Call ext. 420, or - - - - - - - - - - - 935-0784
. 21. PERSONALS
DeSoto Has The 'Extra Touch ,' A Recreation Hall
"Playboy" subscriptions only
1546 S. Dale Mabry
5. FOR SALE
$6.50 a yr! Contact John ·Rod255-6681
- -- - . - - - - - -.- gers, campus representative, at
Electric gmtar and amplifier USF Eta 202
a.~
with 3 jacks, and jac k for extra - -'- - - - - - - - - speaker . Tremolo and vibrato POETRY WANTED for Antho"i'~e ~ ~e4.I .
with foot ped al. Make offer. Ph. logy. Include stamped enve,,~l
834-3461 a fter 3:30pm
lope. ldlewHd Publishers, 543
Frederick, San Francisco, California 94117.
11. WANTED
- - - - - - - - - - - - St. Francis Episcopal Day
THE COURSE card area
Baby sitter, days. 3 times a wk School located at Sligh and Ne'has been extended to include
for 3-4 hrs. per day. Phone 238- braska Avenues has openings
2507 after 6pm. Responsible.
for a limited number of chi!·
the entire north wall of the
dren, pre-school through third
.,. .
gymnasium and a portion of
Male roommate to share 3 BR grade - accelerated reading pro·
the
southwest
corner.
house. Very reas. rent. Furn: gram - modern math - · flilly acAlthough Fontana Hall has tana, because the dorm com- student body. According to
washer, dryer. 988-6331 after 6 credited. Call 238-1098 for infor- tliree unoccupied floors, its plexes were based on the an- Nick Muely; resident manager
Additional persons have
M-R
. mation.
·
· ·
owners, Allen and O'Hara, ticipated growth of the Uni- of Fontana Hall, the predic- been requested to aid in pullLOW COST Al.JTO INSURANCE
inc., plan to open a new hous- versity as stated in a two tions are running slightly ing course cards .. The course
For Faculty and Students
ahead of rental r ealization but card tables have bee(! put on
ihg complex, · DeSoto Hall, in · year feasibility study.
-plu~The fut ure profi tability of this will change as the cam- risers and will be at eye 'level
September.
with the students.
· DeSoto Hall will open, de- the dorms will deJ)end upon pus grows.
SR 22's filed.
The registration · area will
DeSoto Hall, although simis pite the vacancies in Fon- the continued growth of USF 's
Located Next to Kirby 1s Northgate
lar to Fontana in construction, will have an extra building, a recreation hall.
Both halls will house men
and women and are approved
By FRANK ANDERSON
they wanted nor what was
and supervlsed by USF. Two
Staff Writer
· wrong. 1fe sug!lg ested the comresident instructors and a resmittees be organized to imident counselor are part of
Two student resident comprove communications. ·
F ontana Hall's staff.
mittees were formed this
The women students live in
Hunt said, "The committees
quarter to look into comthe
upper floors while the
conduct su_rveys to . fin~ what
plaints about campus food.
~ale students occupy the . botthe frequent complaints_ are:
tom floors . Separate elevators
The A n d r o s committee,
The 'd evelopment and coor·
We send the. managers of the
are used. The proctor system dina ti on of fresh instrucwhich has about 10 members,
is used in the women's floor. tional ideas and innovations in
Andros and Argos cafeterias
and th.e Argos with eight, repStudents will be given their teaching among the USF facto the committee meetings to
resent every dormitory and.
choice of hall whenever possi- ulty is the purpose of. the
hear them . So far they have
meet once a week.
ble, Muley said.
recently appointed Universjty
been within reason and we
Committee on Teaching.
William Hunt, Morrison.'s have corrected each one. "
The committee is compp.$ed
Food Services director, said ·
of
· Alton Bartlett, · associate
students didn ' t repcirt what
The idea was tried several
of ·business..adminisprofessor
times before at USF, but
tration;
Glenn
Burdick, assounsuccessfully. Hunt thinks
ciate professor of engineerthis time it looks very promis·
ing; Russell Cooper, . dean :of
Ing and will probably last.
the College of Liberal_ Arts
The third film of the Bogart and chaiiman of the commitExamples of the improveSeries will be Thursday in the tee; Sidney French, dean
Ur Wazt has everything a man could want. Beautiful Wife. Pidi•
ments are colder milk; cheese
Engineering
Auditorium. Bo- emeritus of Continuing Edu.c;.agree.pet. And, of course, his son, Ur Junior, who 's away at college.
· ·navored eggs and a plan to ·
gart costars with · Ingrid tion ; Gordon .Johnson, ·prolesUr Sen_ior pays ~ost . of the colleg.e bills with money from .a; New
have more steak with the stu·
sor
of
music.
·
Donald
·
:La.iJtz
.
.Yfr~, L1fe Educa~1on .P.Jan, The day ~e g~aduated, Ur Senior de1
Bergman
and
Claude
.Rains
in
dent'paying the diffe.t ence.
.
' '
·
'
c1deil to start one of :those economical plans. He wanted to be
'.' Casablanca," a winner of ·
Photo' by Allan Smith
<l;58°ciate
professor
of
~d_ll~<!::
:
:
stirit
l]is son wotila have the same educational opportunities.
·'
The Argos :C<Jffimittee put a
three Academy awards. The twn. and Jack Rolimso~, · Smart thinking! Your New York Life Representative can show you
sign over the food counter
cost of the show is 25 cents. chairman-professor of phys1many ways you can make good use of modern life insurance.
reminding · students to ·have
Show time is 7 p.m.
cal science.
,,_ ! • Drop in and get acquainted.
Doug Griffin, !CBS, receives a $100 check from Paul J. Wag124th and Nebraska
their food cards ready before
" The Ipcress File," starring
Faculty members ·. ;ire asked ; '
ner, Tampa businessman, 'as first prize in the Institute for
reaching the register. Higgins
Micha.e l Cain~, is the movie of to submit to the 1committl:!e i .
Human Values' es,say contest entitled, "What Can The United
t he week. Show times are 7 :30 any imaginative de\iices they : - ._ . ~ .. _ _ __ . . . . • .
said it speeds up the line and
States Do To Achieve World Pea-00?"
',
· · :p.m . on Friday, Saturday and employ to make instructio~ , ;
makes it move much smoothREGGIE SEDITA
Sunday with a 2 p.m. matinee more vivid, to involve ·stu- '
er.
·
· ·
" $P~ciAL ~qEtjT ~ .::: : .
on Sunday. Admission is 25 dents more full y and to gencents.
erally . promote · futellectii.al .. :·.NEw YORK; LIF.f · ·•
No
More
Unive~sity
The four th fil m of th_e Chil- maturity. These· innovations : ... J~Sl!i:tl\NC~~ ~Pf!'J'ANY
Domestic and Imported .
dren's Film Series, "1001 Ara- ma~ be of interest to other
- · HOO Exchange National Bank
Catalogs Available
bian Nights," will be shown professors, using s i mi l'a r ' ·- -~~il.d!_ng_~~!_-_0461_ If you are the proud owner of on Saturday at 10 :30 a.m. in methods.
· 1
a copy of the 1967-68 University Fine Arts-Humanities 101. The
catalogr then make sure that show is a tea ture length car·
Women Here and There Dixie Mccawley, university you hide it where your room- toon starring Mr. Magoo. Ad(WHAT), the new coordinating and Mary Turner, careers mate ,· suitemate and visitors mission is 10 cents for chilorganization of c a mp u s and community.
dren-, 25 cents for adults.
won't find it.
women ·leaders, took its first
official action at a· special
meeting Monday by sending
the Legislature a letter representing the views of the campus women on the present
SEE THE
education crisis.

------------

ffiERlE noRmRn

·
•leS
Fontana Ha 11 'vacanc
Won't Affect ·De:Soto

ALLSTATE

ca.ttr

bf11,.J"r""

~;~~1!:~E

_

·' Phone 932-4337

Group To Hear

Food Gripes

Group To Sca·n
Fresh Ideas ·
In lnslructioo.

...

Bogart, Caine
Flicks Run
- On Weekend

.NOW OPEN

HENRY'S ·
PAC·KAGE
STORE

THE GOOD. LIFE!

Fre~bman Wins · p·e a·ce · Prize·

COLD BEER
TOGO

•

WHAT Airs USF Women's
Views On Education .Crisis

.WOULD YOU BELIEVE •••

For A Really Great',Pizza

Despite
fiendish torture
11 dynamic BiC Duo
f writes first time,

every time!
BIG's rugged

pair of
stick pens wins again in
unending war against
ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIG still write!
first time, every time.
And no wonder. BIG's
.. Dyamite" Ball is the
hardest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
nose cone. Will not skip
clog or smear no matter
what devilish abuse is
devised for them by
sadistic students. Get
the dynamic BIG Duo at
your campus store now.

v';"iJ

WA!EftMAN·llC PEN CUP.
lllLFOKD, con.

BICMadlum1~1nt IM

8iC FinePoint 25t

The letter will explain how
USF has been affected by the
budget cuts for the current
fiscal year. It will put forth a
plea for · increased· financial
support in excess of the $2.3million provided in the bill
currently awaiting Governor
Kirk's signature.
The University of Florida's
Women Students Association
started the ball rolling by
sending a letter requesting
co.llege appropriations before
the current education bill was
passed~

THERE WILL be a meeting
of the Presidents' Council of
WHAT Monday at 2 p.m. to
discuss future action on the
Legislature and future cam·
pus . speakers of particular interest to women.
The President's Council is
composed of the women presi·
dents or a woinen representative of all campus organizations.
OFFICERS . WERE elected
and a constitution approved at
. the first general meeting of
WHAT Jan. 31. Officers are :
Sally Jo Power; president;
Christie E varis, vice-president; Lauren Leslie, corre·
sponding ,secretary; Claudia
Guest, recording secretary
and Michael Miller, treasurer.
Also, Shirley Curtis, parliamentarian ; Jackie Hunter,
chaplain ; Lee Ann Hfckox,
historian. Committee . Chairman; Genna Ligorante and
Jackie Hunter, service; Polly
Weaver, publicity ; Jane Layton and Mary Ann Blind, leadership; Vickie Meece·, orientation; Jeanine Hackett and

PIZZA HUT

~e Have a Banker

on our

Order By Phone For Faster Service
Allow Approximately 20 Minutes

716 NO. DALE MABRY

3405 E. HILLSBOROUGH

I

Tel. 877-1912

'

, Tel. 238-1212

T. G. & Y. GRAND OPENING
A QUALITY VARIETY STORE
VISIT OUR COMPLETE

WIG SHOP

SPECIAL
This Week Only

Falls
Wigs
Wig Boxes
Spray
Cleaner

$988
BRENTWOOD # 8L1000

Heads

THE ALL NEW

Invest in your clothing's future ' by wisely
planning ahead. Plan a schedule. Rotate wardrobes. Allow clothing to air after wear. And
have your clothes cleaned regularly. It's our
. business to protect your investmeµt .

Wiglets

FALLS

TEMPLE TERRACE PLAZA
·OPEN 9-9 DAILY

56th St.

I

'NORTHSID.E CLEANERS
AND

LAUNDRY
13161 Florida Ave. - Corner of Fletcher
Barely a Stone's Throw
from the Campus

•

,.
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Official Notices
NO CATALOGS: The Registrart's Of.
flee has anrounced that it is comp letely
out of catalogs. •A new shipment is expected about May 1.

SU MM ER E MPLOYMENT OPPORTU·
N ITIES: Students interested in summer
employment opportun it ies are encour-

to contact

aged

P lacement Serv ices,

280, the centra l ized

ADM

location on

campus to receive all summer employment not ices. bulletins. etc .
In addition. several companies interviewing on campus will interview students for summer emp loyment.
A nat ional directory listing mailing ad·

dresses for summer camps, resorts,
a nd recreation parks is ava ila ble for
s tudent use.
For more detailed information. see
P lacement Services as soon as possible
in ADM 280.
GRE AREA RECORD EXAM: The
"Gr aduate Record Area Exam, required
of all Liberal Ar1s and Basic Studies
graduates, has been scheduled for Quarter II in the P hysics Aud itor ium on
March 6 at 6:30 p .m. and March 9 at
\
8 :30 a.m .
Bas ic
AD:VISING:
EDUCATION
Stud ies advis ers in Education will be
ava ilable to students every Fr iday from
11 · a.m. to noon in the Kiva of lhe College of Educat ion .
Group sessions are for students who
wish class schedules approved . Students
may attend regardless of their projected ma ior area.
. Studen ts who wish individual sessions
should make an appointment with thei r
adviser now.
Ea r ly approval of wor ksheets win
eliminate delays in s eeing advisers at
the end of the term or during registra.
.
tion.
Although c lass schedules are not yet,
Ava ilab le for Quarter Ill , students may
get green work sheets a pproved now.
COURSE SCHEDULES for Qua rte r
111 will appear as Section 8 Of The
,Oracle in the issue of Wednesday, Feb.
28.
ADVISING : Degree-seeking students
entolled ih the College of Basic Studies
are expected to meet with their advi se rs prior to the e nd of this term for
Quarter JI I program plann ing. Basic
Studies advise rs are located in the fo l·
lowing offices :
. Anthropology, Area Sludies, Geog ra -

Taste
that
beats
the
·others

phy, Hi story, Social Sciences, e tc ., FOC
239.
Art, Human ities, Theatre, Art dnd
Music Ed ucation, FAH 240.
Astronomy, PH Y 3'5.
Biology, Pre·Med, Zoology, t ic., LIF
202-A.
Business Adminlstri!!ltlon, BUS 427.

p.m., CTR 216. FRIDAY

Advar.ced Student Art Competition,_
oll doy, CTR 108.
Miss Aegean Ball Voting 1nd Ticket
Sale. 9 a .m. to 5 p.m ., Center lobby.
Student Organiutions Meeting, 10
p .m .. CTR 158.
History Department Luncheon, noon,
Education , EDU 112.
CTR 252.
En gineering, ENG 304.
Reception, 2
History Department
English, Journalism . Philos®hY, ·Ad·
p.m .. CTR 255 & 256.
visees A-K, FAH 269; Advisees L-Z,
Pi Mu Epsilon Speaker Meeting, 2
FAH 266.
p.m .. PHY 141.
Languages, FOC 105.
Chemistry Research Seminar, ..t p.m .,
Mathematics, PHY 316 .
CH·E 104.
Physics, PHY 115.
CPA Exam Sessions, ..t p.m ., Cont.
Po litica l Science-Pre-Li!!IW, BUS LSI
Ed .
Psychology, Univ Apt. 17.
Tattnl Show, 8 p.m .. TAT.
Sociology, BUS 451.
Physical Plant Supervisors, 8:)) p.m .,
Speech, ENG 3.4.
CTR 47.
Speech Pothology, Univ. Apt. 30 .
Talent Show Reception, 10 p.m., CTR
Undecided, PHY 342.
24' .
SATURDAY
Institute for Disadvantaged, 8 p.m.,
EDU rooms .
Arabian
"1001
Film:
Chlldrens
Time and room numbers of campus orNights," FAH 101.
gan iza tion s meeting regularly are post·
Miss Aegean Reception, I p.m., CTlt
ed on the bulletin boa rd at the Univer248.
sity Center lobby desk.
Miss Aegean B•ll. 9 p.m .. CTR 248 .
TODAY
SUNDAY
.
Advanced Art Student Competition,
Dtlta Gamma Installation Tea, 2
oll day , CTR lOll .
256.
&
255
CTR
..
p.m
Aegean Ball Ticket Sale, 9 • .m. le J
Little Sister of Miverva, 6 p.m ., BUS
p.m ., Center lobby:
108.
Civil Service Testing, 9 a .m ., CTR
MONDAY
200 .
Florido Deans of Student Affairs
IFC, 2 P.m ., CTR 201.
Readers Theater Coffee House, 2 Meeting and Luncheon, · from g a.m .,
·CTR 252.
p.m .. CTR 248.
Focus Debate, 7 :30 p.m .. CTR 252.
IFC Housing , 2 p.m., CTR 211§ .
TUESDAY
Co-op 1nform1tion Session, 2 p.m.,
Force Officer Selection, 8 a .m .,
Air
ENG 3.
Center lobby.
Film - Sons & Doughlers. 2 p.m ..
WEDNESDAY, FEB . 28
ENG 105.
E11glneering Bell•s card party, 7
310.
llUS
..
Eeonomic Tutoring, 2 p.m
p .m .. CTR 252· E.
2P.m.. EDU 202C.
SFEA Meeling,
Bridge Tournament, 7:30 p.m., CTR
Exper imental Theatre Rthelrstl, '
255·256.
p.m .. CTR 47.
IFC Rush Commlttet, 7 p.m •• CTR
Co-op Information Session; 2 p.m. ,
213.
ENG 4.
Talent Show Rehearsal, B p.m .. TAT.
Lecture - Andrei Vosnesensky, 8:30
p .m .. BSA.
More than 150 employers are current·
THURSDAY
ly seeking USF students for CooperaAdvanced Student Art Competition,. tiv! Educat ion Training ass ignments for
,
Ill da y, CTR 108.
Quitrter 111 Training .Period starting
Aegean Ball Ticket SaJi• 9 a.m. le 5 Monday1 March
25; and · running
p.m .• Center lobbv.
through Friday, June 7. Some openings
CQT, 9 a. m .. BUS 210.
are also listed for Quarter IV (summer)
Oracle Staff, 4 p .m ., CTR 205.
and Quarter I (Fall). Add itional inforBaha'i Club, 6 p.m .. CTR 215.
mat ion is available in the CcrOp ott ice,
Experimental Theater Reh11rs11, '
ENG 37, phone ext. 171.
p.m .• CTR 251.
Interviews on campus today include
Campus crusade, 6:30 p.m., CTR 47.
Ford Motor Co., which seeks studen ts
Photo Lessons, 7 p.m ., CTR 200 .
for its many co-op programs, majoring
s. G. Legislature, 7 p.m ., CTR 251. In engineer ing, mi!lth, accounting, indusDefensive Driving Clan, 7 p.m., ENG
trial management, llnd personnel ma:n208 .
ogomenl. Sign up in Co-Op Office, ENG
Bogart Fiim : " Casa Blanca," 7 p.m.,
37 ..
ENA .
Brass Quintet concert, 7 p.m ., FAH
The organiza lions listed below will be
101.
Interviewing on campus on the dates inChristian Science, 7:30 p.m .. CTR 226.
dicoted. Check with P lacement, ADM
Wort<lng with Pre-School Child'• Fam280. for interview locations and to
ily, 7 : 30 p.m .. PAH 133.
schedule appoil:i tments to lntervlew. For
Talent Show, 8 p.m ., Theatre.
complete descriptions and further InforPublic Lectu re: History Deportment, . mation , phone the Placement Office,
8 p.m .. CTR 248 . .
ADM 280, ext. 2881.
Executive Council, 9
Panhellenic
0

Placement Services

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Today: John Hancock Mutual Life In·
Actuarial Trainees;
surance Co. strong math background, through ca lculus.
Thursday: Tampo Electric Co . - Will
interview juniors for summer employ.
ment.
Monday: Union Ca mp Corp. - Will
Interv iew Juniors, seniors and graduate
students for s ummer employment.
Tuosday: DA, USA Engineer District
w ill interview freshmen through
graduate students; General Telephone
Co. of Florida will. inter view juniors and
seniors for summer employment.
Wednesday, ~arch IS: Jewel Tea Co.,
Inc., route relief and builder work;
freshmen and sophs in bus ed , acctg,
sales , advertis ing or mktg.
Friday, March 8 : Good Humor Corp.
- freshment through seniors; all fields.

·COid!

- - -

FOR
SPRiNG

"i' --

Honest-toPepsi taste!

PEPSI·
'C OLA

Pick up an extra carton today!

By TOM JIMENEZ
Sta.ff Writer

Campus Date Book

Co-Op Placement

'THAT

NEW CURLy LOOK
·SEE

I

..

Beauty Salan &. Wi9 Center
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St.
By Appaintment 935·1490

\

BUSINESS
Thursdty, Feb. 29: U.S. Secret Se r·
vice ; special agents1 all fields: minimum he ight (waived tor language)
~
.
.5'8'.~; ~age .21-32; eyes 20:-20.
Monday, M•rch 4: American Hospital
trainsales
tech
&
Ind
Supply Corp.
irig program; all fields. Reynolds Aluminum Co. - MECH & ind engrs; engr
(ME, tE l.
Tuesday, M1rch .5: Woolworth Co. mgmt trng program, afl fields. Winn,O lxl e Stores, Inc . - mgmt t rng program, all fie lds .
· Wednesday, March 6: Horwoth &
Hory.ta th - accts; acctg .
Friday, March 8: U.S. Dept of AgriAuditors, spec ial agents;
culture acctg and olher fields interested in in~
"'.tstlgative. work.
EDUCATION
, Friday: Bellflower , (Calif.) Unified
School District, elem, sec.
Feb. 28: Palm Beach
· ~ Wednesday,
County, elem. sec.
Thursday, Feb. 29: Sodus Central
School District (1N.Y.), elem, sec1 &
adm in pos ition s.
Thursday, March 7: Pr ov iso Twp
Schools (ill. ) elem, sec.; Brevard Co.
Schools, e lem , sec .; Corcoran Unified
Schools, elem, sec .

USF Photo

USF Gets New Scholarship
Paul I. Vianey, 4EGR, receives a $250 check from Ira Lamar
King, vice president of West Coast Chapter of the American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conidtioning Engineers. The non-profit organiaztion sponsors research of technichal data information and publishes its finds each year.
Vianey graduates this March and plans fo work toward a
Master of Science degree at USF.

Florid.a Sanctions
Pose Problem For
Education •Maiors
USF education majors face
decisions on whether to stay
in Florida to teach or to go
out of state. They have be€n
asked their opinion of sanctions and what effect sanctions are having on their decisions.
Teacher recruiters are
having difficulty attracting
out-of-state teachers to Florida because of the current
school crisis.
Out-of-state colleges supply
many of Florida's new teachers. However, some campuses
are refusing to invite Hillsborough County recruiters until
sanctions are lifted and the
education crisis resolved. This
places an added burden on
Florida campuses to supply
the state with new teachers.
Beth Ehlers, 4ENG, said, "I
wouldn't choose Florida as a
place to work for a combination of reasons: teaching conditions, teacher pay and sanc·
tions."
Bill Snow, 4EDP, said, "I
would stick with my profession unless I thought they
were terribly wrong, but in
this case I don 't think they

are."

Sports Club
(Confuiued from Page 4)
"UNLESS FINANCIAL support can be obtained from the
University as detailed in Policy Statement 48, these clubs
will die," Osborne said.
"Their termination w i 11
mean that only students able
to pay large expenses for pri·
vate instruction and equipment will receive the benefits
now supplied by them."

SPECIAL

FREE LIPSTICK

Plant High French Club
Will Perform Can-Can

OFFER

A new dance will be seen at
USF Thursday, the Can-Can.
The French Club from Plant
High School is making a visit
to USF. It will stage a show
at the Argos Center Fireside
Lounge from 8 to 9 :30 p.m.
In addition to performing
the Can-Can, members will
sing popular . Frenh songs
with guitar accompaniment.
E veryone is invited.
Refreshments will be served.

NORTHG·ATE
SHOPPING
CENTER
MALL

PHONE:
932-2232

Josephine Lago, JENG, said,
"I would not accept a job in
Florida under sanctions, because teachers through sanctions, are attempting to improve the educational condition of Florida and the educa-

2,684 Aegean
Orde-rs Sent
At the deadline date, Jan.
15, 2,684 copies of the 1968 Aegean had been reserved, according to the Office of Campus Publications.,
Dr. Arthur Sanderson, director of Campus Publications
and yearbook adviser, said
that students are still trying
to place orders.
Advance reservations are
necessary to avoid unnecessary printing expense as well
as to insure that each student
who wishes a book may get
one, Sanderson said.

WE ARE NOT SORRY BMW IS ONLY THE
4th BEST BUILT CAR IN THE WC)RLD.
.
. Special OfferFREE Lipstic~_ for you, along with a clemon1trotion of
our new make-up, both absolutely free of charge. A
Merle Norman Make-Up Artist selects the prettiHt
make-up shades for you ••• creates your own personal
look • • • and teaches you the latest techniques of
Make-Up Artistry. You select any shade of lipstick for
your free gift. Just complete and mail this coupon ancl
your FREE lipstick card will be mailed to you for redemp•
tion in our salon at your convenience.

~---------------,

I
I
I
I
(

L

NAME
ADDRESS
Ma.ii to : Merle Norman Cosmetics
S913'florid~..Avenue
Tampa, Florraa

---------------
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Hiring. Freeze
Hits Education

.

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to " Director, Off ice of Campus P ublications. CTR 223" no later
than Wednesday noon for inclus ion the
following Wednesda y.

Feb. 21, 1968, U. of South Florida -

tional condition of Florida definitely needs improving."
· Sandra • ·Spencer, 4EDE,
said, "! wouldn' t accept a job
in Florida because of professional ethics,. Qut I ·think t~e
teachers are going too far. If
I · were a teacher I wouldn't
\vant to · walk out. Teachers
should point out needed
changes, but they should do
the best they can until
changes are . made."

THE COLLEGE OF Educa-.
tion, which now has a 42 per
cent overload of their expected enrollment and a 37 per
cent teaching overload, may
face problems of course overload and teacher overload.
Accordipg to figures given
by T. Wayne Keene , director
of planning and analysis for ·
the college, the next )iighest
overload is in the College of
Business Administration with
12 per cent. The College of
Liberal Arts had a 4 per cent
overload.
Underloaded were the College of Basic Studies and the
College of Engineering . with
9 per cent and 4 per cent underloads.
THE TOTAL IS a 6 per
cent overload for the entire
university said Keene.
"Our faculty is the' most
overloaded in .the University
we need to. cut back on stu~
dents," said Jean A. Battle,
dean of the college. He added ,
"We've got too few faculty. I
don' t see how we can take on
more students without taking
on more faculty. "
To the student, said Assis-

Takes, ·Partin Multi-Nation Study

USF "Lecturer
USF students, ages 22-24,
may soon be asked, "What do
you believe in?"
Dr. Surendra P. Singh, lecturer in special education
from the College of Education, is participating in an international study of youth
values, activities, cognitive
styles, attitudes and aspirations.
Singh is a member of the
23-country group which has
six other American professors
working on the study throughout the nation.
Three groups of students
will be selected · from the
U.S. for the survey.
The international group,
'which consists of · educators,
sociologists and psychologists,
will attempt to finish the first
phase within three months,

Thomas More
History Lecture
Today At BSA
A lecture, "Thomas More:
Treason and Martydrdom,"
will be presented by the History Department today at 4
p.m. in the Business A,dministratin Auditorium (BSA).
Professor Arthur J . Slavin
of U.C.L.A. will give the free
lecture. Slavin received his.
Ph.D. from the University of
N o r t h Carolina, formerly
taught at Bucknell and L.S.U.
'before joining U.C.L.A.
He received two American
Coun cil of Learned Societies
grants to England, from
where he just returned.

Nuclear Study
Aided By Grant

Dr. Eugene D. Olsen, associate professor of chemistry,
$19,000
• 1) Rolls Royce
has been awarded a $8,550
$4,084
2) Mercedes
grant from the U.S.
matching
$5,200
3) Cadillac
Commission.
Energy
Atomic
P.O.E.
$2497,
4)BMW
The grant will be used to
• Road and Track Magazine-Jan. '67
purchase $17,100 of nuclear
if it was built like the Rolls, it would cost
$19,000.
chemistry equipment fo r use
in chemistry courses. The
radio-chemical equipment will
enable the establishment of a
FOR YOUR BENEFIT WE'LL SETTLE FOR A PLACE IMMEDIATELY AFTER
well-rounded program · in nuCADILLAC.
clear science in the chemistry
department.
A five credit course in radiochemistry at the senior and
All IMPORTS
graduate level will be established. Also , a sequence of radiochemical experiments will
SEE GERMANY'S FINE CAR AT
be incorporated into several
other courses.
DAVE HEINZ IMPORTS INC.
The equipment will also be
- 3652 CYPRESS• TA.MPA. FLORIDA ~
used for lecture demonstra._"""',_.................................;............................._. 1 tions.

EXPERT SERVICE FOR

Both students and faculty of
the College of Education are
affected by the hiring freeze
at USF. The college enrolls
close to one third of the University.
The second hiring freeze of
this academic year went into
effect Jan. 25, because "the
University fi scal situation
continued to deteriorate as a
result of the under-collection
of fees," according to Elliott
Hardaway, ·vice president of
Administration.
This means all vacancies
occurring after that date
haven't been filled and won't
be until the financial situation
improves. The firs t hiring
freeze was during Quarter I.

Singh said. The first phase is
data collection.
The purpose of the ·group
will be to " make possible the
study of attitudes in national
and international affairs as a
function of national background," Singh said.
The study will also establish
a network of international
education. "This is a maximum opportunity for international cooperation as well as
data regeneration at USF,"
Singh said. .
Singh said this data will be
processed at the Institute for
Peace and Conflict in Copenhagen, Denmark.
During the past year, five
international institutes participated in a study of cultural
differences in decision making. This led to the study of
youth values for this year.

tant Dean Charles C. Manker,
it means "courses will not be
available for hii;_n. " He added,
"On the basis of our formula,
which shows what our faculty
could teach, we would teach
90 less sections next fall in
comparison to what we had
last fall.

MAKE FLORIDA
BEAUTIFUL GET A
HAIRCUT AT CASEY'S
BARBER SHOP.

MANKER SA.ID that last
fall the College overloaded,
"to accommodate the studen t." Manker added , "We
can't do this a second time. "

KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS

.%

Sewing and Costume Supplie.
• Millinery and Needle Point
Ila~ Ave. & Fowler Ph. 935-8168

a NEW TERRACE PLAZA
56th St. & Tampa Terrace
OPEN 9-9 DAILY

EXC. SUN.

EVER WONDER WHY
Gary Sisco, Sigma Nu President, at the Uni•
versify of Mississippi enrolled in College
Master? Ask Tony Sharpe, University of Ne•
braska baseball player.

or Call Joe Hobbs
Pete Agdamag
Dick Sullivan
988·1l03
Fidelity Union Life

pinned.
"Outrigger" jacket and Floral Per.suasion pants for active sportswear! Jacket of cotton duck in
white or navy, S, M, L. $1 o.
Pants in cotton with zip
front, 5-13. $9. Just one
of many, in plaids,
checks and solids.
Junior Sportswear West
Shore
Plaza,
Downtown
and North
. Gate,
Tampa.

Child Psych
Demonstration
Set Saturday
What is your favorite TV
program? What do your parents do when you do something naughty ?
These are some of the questons which Michael Auleta,
lecturer and head of the early
childhood program, will ask a
group of children Saturday in
the Kiva of the' Education
Building.
The purpose is to give Education majors an idea of what
a child's self concept is of
himself and others.
Children are brought to USF
from area schools in groups of
six. " The children are not
chosen because they will
make a good irilpression," Dr.
Auleta said.

FLORIDA

CONFUSED ON WHERE TO EAT?
Balance your Budget: EAT AT THE U.C.

SOUTH SIDE
Soup
Salad
Sandwiches

Speedline
11 a.m.-2:15

CAFETERIA LINE

Blue Tag Special
7Sc
(en tree, veg., •a lad. bev., rallbutte r • milk Sc extra)

:Degrading Incidents' Plague Athletics
I

II it were my school I'd blush. I don't
or scrimped and saved to get there.
ners and has helped most importantly in
(ED's Note : This article bas been remean to tattoo Arthur because the same
UCLA sent a limousine after them, so to
unlocking the secrets of matter in the
printed from the Los Angeles Times,
rich crop of "They helped me, I helped
speak.
Feb. 2 by request of E. E. Stant-on,. Jr., · universe, got himself on Page 1 by servthem" pops up in dozens of printed memARTHUR ASHE is as fine a gentleing , up demands on ~hat institution on beChairman, Athletic Council, USF. SEE
oirs of lettermen from Jim Brown
man as he is tennis player (most athhalf of some athletes who were in that
OUR READER'S WRITE, Below.)
down to current pros.
letes are, to be honest) but here is how it
institution only because it chose to bend
By JIM MURRAY
LET ME ASK you something : Why
looks to Arthur, as quoted in bis biograsome of its own academic requirements
Los Angeles Times
does any super-reputable college instituphy: "That (note: his education) -cost
downward to admit them in the .first
tion 11eed THAT kind of recognisome UCLA people a lot of money and
In the past two •)r three days , a series
place.
tion? The Intercollegiate Singles and
I'm grateful ." But he adds almost at
WHO'S AT FAULT in these instar.·
of degrading - I can think of no softer
Doubles, for crying out loud? The highonce: "I think I've MORE THAN (note:
word - incidents have taken place in 'ces?
est-scoring basketball team and player
emphasis mine) repaid UCLA for the
Those arrogant kids? Their advisors?
"amateur" athletics in the s overeign
- scholorship. They brought me in to win - in the country?
Hell no! The institutions.
State of California.
Aren't colleges supposed to develop
and I did."
Let's take 'the case of UCLA. Here is
First an undergraduate player at
cures for cancer, breakthroughs in optics
There you have-it. A simple business
UCLA of indeterminate skills and matu- ' a schbol which ·has had on its campus
oi:_:_ cheinistry philosophers, physicists,
proposition to the kid. · Quid pro quo. The
the past ccuple of years the No. 1 college
rity has been able, through the public
statesmen? Ralph Bunches? Glenn
account is paid in full, fellows. He elabobasketball player in the history of the
prints, to cast doubt on and tarnish the
Seaborgs?
rates by reciting the qumber of tourneys
game, the No. 1 college tennis player, a
record of a man who was coaching sucYet -whom do they court? For whom
he's won, wearing the UCLA blue. He
No. 1 rated football team.
cessful, not to say championship, basketdo they elasticize acaaemic rules, proconcludes: "If image means anything to
That's fine. Except you have to know
ball before the student was born.
a university - and let's not kid~ it - vide tutors, get outside_jobs, plush apartnot one of them just happened to drop by
Then, a young man up at the Univerments, free books, clothes? Whom do
means a lot to UCLA - I think I've
there,
or
struggled
alone
and
prayeifully
sity of California, an institution which
. they manage to - convince they are the
helped UCLA's image a little."
through college boards and drafty halls,
has given to the world Nobel Prize win-

'.
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of perpetual sophomores from giving
these kids a distorted idea that the
world's greatest need is for dunk shots,
touchdowns runs, world record times, or
service aces.
The next kid I want to i;ee quoted
criticizing the faculty is the kid who can
say with a straight face, " Listen, if you
don't treat me nicer, I'll destroy all my
experiments for a -cancer cure, and I'll
stop perfecting my new heart transplant
technique. "
I mean, 1 what can ,you cure with a
football? The world isn' t a track meet is
it? I want kids coming out of college
whose trophies are walking around with
new hearts, or new countries, or new ins ights, and who think of their college career as a wonderful adventure, not as
" Ah I paid them back!" We don' t need
" Mr. Touchdown U.S.A." or " The Big Z
or the Big X or the Big Alphabet of any
kind except perhaps the Big Why.

WHEN DO WE stop permitting pseudo-students to command the dals major
domestic headlines - 19-year-old Solomons creating more type than they've
read in· their lifetime.
Let's stop the adoring alumni, the
street corner fans, the rest of the coterie

LITTLE -MAN ON CAMPUS
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elite of our civilization? Athletes, that's
who.
SMALL wonder these kids begin to
behave like the military loafer class of
Europe of the last century - rebellious,
censorious, sullen at being passed over
for promotion or praise. Of dubious
worth in the real conflicts of life.
Do YOU care whether UCLA wins the
NCAA? Do I? Should society?
How much longer do we woo these
young popinjays in sneakers, waterwalkers in shoulder pads, till they lose
all perspective of where they really fit in
the grand scheme of things?

'Smoking Pot Like ·
-Swat.lowing G.oldfish
Was·To Parents'
(ACP) - "Marijuana is thiS geneMtion's alcohol." _"Kids today smoke_ pot
as avidly as the generation before swallowed goldfish."

·An Increased Role For University Security Force
Last week Hillsborough County
Sheriff Malcolm Beard and Vice
Squad Captain R. D. Ramsey held
what some interpret as a peace
conference luncheon with ·Pres.
.John S. Allen and other University
officials.
The meeting, we hope, cleared up . many uncertainties in the
realm of USF law enforcement
sparked mainly by the "expose" on
marijuana here by the Tampa
Tribune and the political games
of ~Hillsborough State Attorney
PaUl Antinori.
Antinori lately has remained
quiet, which is as it should be when
a case is under investigation, and
the Tribune has published two editorials since their "expose" which
softened their position a bit.
/-

IT l\;lEANS THAT a saner attitude has begun to emerge-froin the
uproar that caused needless , em. barr assment both to the.-Uni-versity
and -to·P res. Allen.
__;
It was the problem_of USF stu- dents living off-campus thai wa's
·discuss.e a at -the luncheon last
weekend. We hope the university
an dthe county reached agi'eement
on the _demarcation of law enforc-·ing boundaries. What we hope will come out of

it will be increased role for USF bodies to observe the rights of the
security forces in enforcing state individual as set down · py the Su- .
laws on the campus of a state insti- preme Court of ihe United States
tution, and close cooperation be- and the Constitution of the United
tween the state security here and States. IT l\IEANS NOT only more men
the county sheriff off campus .
Some have doubted the legality but better -trained men capable
of USF's ·"Green .Guard" and and willing to · enforce whatever what's worse, their capability of . laws happen to be on the books at
enforcing the laws. This is the gist the time. If an unjust law is propof the suit filed against the Univer- · erly enforced, enough opposition
sity and the Board of Regents by should arise so·tl;lat a change in the
freshman Ray Hooks asking the law would come about, with the reUniversity be restrained from fin- sulting heat on the lawmakers and
not the law-enforcers.
ing traffic 'violators.
It does, of course, mean more
BUT ' ALL THIS means the law money. The state faces a choice in
is not now clear,:and a suit wouldn't campus law enforcement, as it
be necessary if it wei::e. What is the .does in education. It can allocate
nature of university security forc- more funds to the universities
es? Are they watchdogs who alert · which could be used to finance camoff~campus authorities if trouble
pus police training programs,
_brews, . or are they completely . re- - throug)l cooperation with other Ia,:w
s ponsil:ile for enforcing all state - _enforcement agencies.
_,
laws on"campus?
-_ Or it' can allocate more money ·
;~ W~ ~uggest the University secu1 -to t he ·countie"s and cities and have
rity force be made responsible for those bodies enforce the law more
_the -- vigorous enforcement of all efficiently through _more manp0wstate laws, with the power to make er;
arrests and to turn those arrested
Either way students will have
over to county author-ities. And we _more 1~espect for law officers if they
believe this should be made clear know that the law is clear. They
in the-state laws.
may not like it but at least those
J Contingent wi.th this is the reinterested in changin_g the law will
sponsibility of all law enforcement know what to change.
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Debate ·. Lasts Longer .Than . War
EDITOR:
I would like to express my opinion
on a debate concerning the Middle
East crisis and commented on page
five of The Oracle, Jan. 31.
The emotional attitude of the Israeli
s peaker and : the majority Of the audience (which was not composed of USF
students) disappointed me.
I abstrained from a ny comment because I had no _passion to oppose
theirs.
But when I see that the
I
s t a t e m e n t made by Professlf R.
Stevenson is , misrepr~sen ted : and
wrongly communicated to our students ·
I cannot_, help trying a ~larification as
an eye and ear witness of the debate.

tories would generate the very opposite
of her expectations: that is hatred,
stubbornness and certainly rebellion.
Professor Stevenson, fortunately, is
recognized for the quality of being "intelligent." I hope he took the second
part of the judgment as a compliment:
That his mind is "spacious ." -When a
man is concerned by International
Peace,. I find it much- better the.t his
mind be spacious and his heart be as
· blind as Justice is.

WHEN THE COMi'\IENTATOR asserts that "the Arabs living in Israel
prior to the June war have,_not ·only
their· citizenship but a higher standard
of living, than any other Arab populaPROFESSOR STEVENSON present- '. tion ," I consider 's uch a statement abed his thesis perfectly. Thanks to his
- solutely irrelevant.
intelle ctual probity he did the job for
These very privileged Arabs lived
his opponent when he mentioned the
under
a specjal military administraobjective reasons that might eompel
tion until 1964-65. In terms of economIsrael to keep certain territories.
ics the equation looks li);{e that one asThe general ~rsjlective of Professerting
that South African Negroes
sm· Stevenson's thesis was that Israel's
·have
a
higher
standard of living than
iridefinite occupation of- Arab territhe rest of Africans, or that other one
pretending that in absolute terms there
are less poor American Negroes than
white Americans.
Anyone interestt>d in a peaceful
Middle East for Israel's interest canVol. . 2
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not ignore or underestimate the fact
that "The destiny of Israel will depend
ACP ALL-~IERJCAN 1967
on her policy towards her neighbors."
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BECAUSE of that doubt nobody
could condemn or even accuse Israel
of any form of expansionism. In 1968
the situation is ni'uch different and Is-

rael has a chance to erase the doubt
·a na confirm her pacific intentions not
only for the Arabs but for the International Opinion whose cr~t within the ·
Arab World risk to be ·lost forever.
After all, the first reason for Israel's action in June, 1967, aimed at
the ~nd of the blockade of the Gulf of
Aqiraba. This is why I agree with Professor Stevenson's idea that by giving
back _the occupied territories to thefr
. owners Israel will offer the right prel•. 1 ude for a general peaceful settlement
which will lead -to a serious region-a l
cooperation in many fields.
T he traditional Franco-German an_tagonism has been progressively dilut·
ed through the European Communities
beginning with the coal e.nd steel pool.
The other reason for an' urgent
peaceful settlement in the Middle East
is that. an economic cooperation or integration will be the most efficient cit- adel against communist infiltration.
-.Peace .is becoming as indivisible e.s a
nuclear war.
A.BECWCHE
Visiting Assistant Professor, USF

Answer To McEwen
For several years now, Thomas McEwen has been publicly attacking persons - usually John Allen - policies,
and practices at USF. ·
I have often thought that our students- would enjoy knowing that there
.are men in McEwen's own trade· who
disagree with him; that there are firstclass sports writers who think and
- write honestly about the over-emphasis
on big-time athletics in American
schools; that it is not necessarily true
that those who disagree with McEwen
-- are wrong-headed.
(I should, therefore, appreciate your
reprinting Jim Murray's column froni
the Los Angeles Times of Feb. 2.)
I particularly like Murray's reference
to "perpetual sophomores."
They have been with U.S since long before Chancellor Robert Hutchins kicked
football out of the University of Chicago (before World War II) and Chicago out of the Big Ten.

E. E. STANTON, JR.
Chairman, At.hletic Council
(Please SEE TOP OF p ,AGE)

That's the way 1:\vo newswriters expressed their findings concerning the use
of marijilane., the Valparaiso (Ind.) University Torch said. The use, sale, or pos·
session of marijuana has greater legal
consequences than drinking alcohol. The
use of pot has become a source of gree.t
concern on campuses across the country.
.WHY DO STUDENTS smoke it? Some
make 'a ritual Of it, some enjoy the intensity of sense perceptions, some are glad
for · the new perspective of life gained
from the deep sleep after a trip. But all
run the risk of legal punishment.
The _increasing use of pot on campuses was. reflected by the insertion in
Valparaiso:s Student Handbook this year
of the clause: " Any unauthorized use of
drugs, barbituates, etc., is prohibited by
state law 'and by the University." One
Valparaiso · dean regards the clause as a
"sign of the times," since pot i~ becom. ing an "inevitable part of campus--Iife."

- I

_I will for a moment discuss -the case
of George Washington, former United
States President -and alleged father of
our country,
George's case is clear: he has been
dragged into court on the charge 'of his
having choppe,d down a cherry tree in his
youth. The accusation against George is
destruction of private property and natu- ral resources.
The court to which George's case has
been assigned is presided over by an imposing judge named Diogenes. He demands at all times that the courtroom
remain dark except for an oversized candle beside him.
JUDGE DIOGENES opens the hearing: "Litigates, gentlemen, and friends.
You shall know the truth; and the truth
shall set you free.• I have· never -met a
man I didn' t like, but I hope this will ncit
- influence my recognized impartiality and
equity. First the prosecution."
·A dark-clad prosecutor presents his
first witness, a gray-haired man who
ambles to the wit_ness stand, states his
name and sits down.
' The prosecutor begins: "You have
told us your name is R. Frost. Mr.
Frost I understand you saw Mr. Washington cut down a cherry tree in a nearby forest?"
FROST RAISES weary eyes toward
the defendant. " Yes, I saw George cut
down the tree long ago. I think I know
whose woods those are, but all I can be
certain of is that the owner Ii ves in the
village."
A spectator sitting in the audience
bolts to his feet shouting: "Speak the
truth and shame the Devil! " Judge Diogenes strongly retorts: "Would the rabble-rouser in the rear of the courtroom
please desist from further 'outbursts. "

The Marijuana Act of 1937 first outlawed marijuana and the Federal Narcotic Act of 1956 classified selling, using,
or. possessi11g it as a "federal felony. It
also -.-e.<?tagJished . ma11:daJory miiliz1;ium
By Bob Brown'-· _ . _
_,., ,.,, Sl;nte:1ces '6f ""two · ~s for possesi;ing
-- - •• ~·- ~ ~and five -years for selling pot.
Quite evidently the· prosecutor is finTHE STIFF PENALTIES were enacted on the basis of the incorrect classifiished with Frost. The next witness states
his name as J. Kilmer, ex-soldier and
cation of marijuana as a narcotic. It is
poet. .The dark-clothed prosecutor wryly
actually a mild, hallucienogenic drug
eyes Kilmer.
· no t a dd"rctive,
·
Ieaves no h angwh'rch rs
"MR. KILMER, Mr. Frost seems:-to-·-·over, and apparently does no permanent
forget wh~ owned the cherry tree which .. _physical damage. There are no with·
Mr. Washmgton so wantonly _destroyed. '' drawal symptoms ·as there are with narCan y"ou tell us the owner's -name?" -·
';- - ·e otics
Kiimer ,flinches in despair. "I'm ... ·
sorrY but I cannot, though I can say
The old idea that marijuana leads to
that only God can make a tree."
heroin has been discredited in reports of
The knot of guilt is tied by the prosethe President's Crime Commission and
cution and the defense is alerted. But
verbally denounced by John Finlator, diwait ! On the defense side of the courtrector of the Bureau of Drug Abu~e Con·
room sits George alone, •brooding over
trol. The problem of pot, then, is inore a
his misdeed-and guilt. '.fhere is obviously
legal the.n a medical problem.
no defense for George except George
The White House Conference on Narhimself.
colic and Drug Abuse stated in 1962:
GEORGE, AN impressive figure,
"The hazards of marijuana per se have
rises to his OWn defense. His gray powbeen
greatly exaggerated .•• long crimdered wig a ccents his stately figure. He
inal sentences imposed upon the occabegins with slow, rotund precision: "I
speak truth not so much as I would, but
sional user or possessor are in poor so·
a.5 much as I dare.
cial perspective."
"It is true that the accusations of the
With most of the 15,000 arrests last.
defe nse h~ld .intimations of p'ossible comyear among college students, the legality
plicity on my part. However, I categoriof such severe laws is ·being questioned.
cally state that the assertions of the
In
Boston, Atty. Joseph S. Oteri is
prosecution are false."
challenging the law in the Common·
The matter now rests in Judge Diogewealth vs. Leis and Weiss case. He
nes' fair hands. He momentarily weighs
claims
he does not advocate legalizing
his decision, then begins: "After careful
marijuana but f e e Is the la w
consideration of Mr. George Washingshould include age limits and less severe
' ton's case, I find him not guilty of the
punishments, somewhat comparable to
charges presented.
drinking
laws. Similar legal cases are
"Even though he has pleaded innocent
testing the laws in at least ten other
and the court has sampled overwhelming
states.
evidence to ascertain his guilt, I ·find
that Mr. Washington's former position 'as
It seems likely, the Torch concluded,
President of the United States takes
that the Supreme Court will soon have to
precedence in this case. For, as we all
deal with the old marijuana Jaw in light
know, Presidents do have the. right to of increased knowledge and more widelie."
( spread use:of pot.

British Thinking They're Next
By BRIAN BEEDHAM
Foreign Editor of The Economist
LONDON ....., There is nothing that
Britain can offer the Americans in the
present crisis of .the Vietnam war except understanding, e.nd a refusal to
nag.
The British have just devalued their
currency; their economy is still
staggering from pillar to post ; they
are about to pull the last of their own
soldiers out of southeast Asia. If ever a
country was a helpless spectator of
events, it is the baffled Britain of 1968.
Yet to a remarkable extent the one
remaining service which the British
·are able to do for the Americans has
in fact been forthcoming. The double
crisis in the Vietnamese cities and
around Khe Sanh has not produced the
reaction here in Britain that you might
have expected.
FOR THE MOST part the British
have reined back the instinct for
preaching that lies just under the skin
of their national character. They have
resisted the temptation to smirk that
comes upon a once-great power when

the country that has taken over its
place in the world runs into trouble.
They have, on the whole, shown an unexpected degree of restraint and
sympathy.
It would be wrong to claim that
there have been any spectacular conversions in Britain dn this issue. Those
who had already taken positions for
and ·a gainst the Americans stand
where -they stood. The important point
is that the still undecided center or
British opinion, which has been increasingly critical of the Americans in the
past year, has refused to let itself be
rattled by the crisis of the last ten days
into telling the Americans that they
might as well pack up.
UNTIL NOW most of the horrorpictures "from Vietnam have produced _
an anti-American effect. The photographers 'a nd the television camerman
have gone out into the field with American troops, and the result has been to
show the unpleasant things the Americans h~ve been doing. Now the
Vietcong have come to the photographers, and their atrocities have ceased

to be invisible. It has shaken many
people. It may have restored the balance of emotion about this war.
The other reason is even more interesting: Now that the United States
has really got its back against the wall
the British have shown a distinct hesitation to advise it to give in. It isn't
just because of not kicking people
when they're down: the modem British
don't have much tjme for such Victorian moralities. It is because many people in Britain have for the first time
found themselves contemplating the
likely effects of an American defeat..
They have realized what it could
mean- for the rest of southe-ast Asia,
where Britain still has many friends _
and does a lot of trade. More important,. they have suddently .started wondering what it will mean for Europe if
the United States drops its corrimitment
in Vietnam.
·
THE .RATHER BASIC nervous
thought tl)at has run through many
people's minds can be put very crudely. If they can do it there, how do we
know they mightn't do it here one day?
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Delta Zeta Sorority
Honors Sisters GPR's
By KATITT.EEN BREEMER
·
Correspondent

ter I. Cookie Speller received
the best pledge award.

DELTA ZETA
At the recent scholarship

Ruby Harwell is pinned to
Jeff J absohn.

dinner, awards for the most
improved pledge grade point
ratio (GPR) -and the most improved sister GPR were presented to Veda Jo Bunting
·and Doris Hutchinson, respectively.

France5 Bown;ian had the
highest pledge' GPR, 3.7, ~d
.Yvonne DeLana had the highest .sjster GPR, 3.6, for Quar·

KAPPA EPSILON

Sisters and pledges sold
candy apples at the Gasparilla Parade Monday.
At a recent meeting, Joan
Newcomb, resident instructor
for Mu dorm, spoke on the
qualities of a good organ~
tion. ·
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.BACHMAN
. Suite 1700 Exchange
Nat'I. Bank Bldg.
Ph. 223-1511

· · represe.nting
fMSSACHUSETTS MUTUAL I
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY i
Organized 1_851
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STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
.DRY CLEANING,
~.

¥

•
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•

A .10~ e1iscou~t will be iiven on all dry cleaiti;.g
. . and pr~i1in9 to stud~nts of University of South .
Florida. In . additi~n to thi1 discount, every 3rd
. 9arme·nt will be cleaned and pre11ed at one-half
~ : our regular price (except neckties)
'
. Ou'r new modern dry cleaning.plant uses only the
. finest cleanin9 materials and we guarantee your
. satisfaction. . .
.
. . ..
. .
' Please present your stud~nt l.D. card when you ·
:i.rini in·your dry cleanin_g .
·

; · . :- .WEBB;S CITY DRY CLEANING
;~·.

·

·

'

.9th Street & 2nd A~enue South
·
St. Petersburg
·

·~
•
·· ·' .._. ···',

Greek Beat

CHI OMEGA
A Big-Little Sister picnic is
planned Saturday.

DELTA SIGMA TAU
Delta Sig will hold it.s second candy apple sale Saturday
and Sunday.

ALPHA DELTA Pill
' New chapter officers are:
Jan Duke, president; Bobbie
Allen, recording secr_etary;
Sue Allen, corresponding sec·
retary; Bobbie Stevenson,
treasurer;. Laverne Ayscue,
historian ; and Judy James,
chaplain.

Also, Barbara Nydahl, coor·
dinator; Peg Nordyke, guard;
Pat Morris, reporfer; ·Brenda
Baker, registrar;· Phyllis Feagle, pledge traine~; Sue Alderfer rush chairman and
Jeanide Hackett, housing.
Panhellenic
representatives
ar~ Gail Malcolm and Bobbie
Stevenson.

This Kappa Deita. 'sister knows wh_at it fuokes to battle '~!
northern guys in attempting to wm a baseball game.
KD's, along with sisters of Tri Chi and Delta. 6'.t~
ities, played visiting students from . Colgate Umvers1ty. . e
girls 1ost. ·

A

.

Cl·e arwater May
'In'' , For ·Easter

Four grants totciling_ nearly
$25,000 have been received bf
various USF departments.-.
. One graht of $16,100 wa~ received ,from the National
Science Foundaticm for a research project, "Origin of
Condensations in Pl_anetaJ::Y
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Grants
For Re.se·.a·rch
Total $25,000

SEMI-FORMAL
EVENT
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Part-Time or Consultant D1eti-·_- chas·ed . durin·g -. exam_ week;
M cian
in Nursing Homes and'

of the

· Miss·Aegean ,
Plan now to Attend

SATURDAY, February 24,
9p.m.·12 P·"'.1·
CTR BALLROOM
ADMISSION $1.25 (single)

from the Curtis Hixon Rehabilitation Center Corporation,
Tampa General Hospital. The
funds will be used for the development of a' comprehensive
rehabilitation teaching center.

dropped . ·coqtse books . for
Quarter III will be April 5.
This allows. -the students a
two-week period· •for refunds.

to provide programs for the
handicapped.

'E.du.cafion _Get$

,.,,

A Continuing Education
grant of $3,948 frOJil the Flori: .
A $50,917 grant has beery
@
da Board of. Regents Office
given_ the College of Educ~
Mi has been given to conduct · a tion by the Office of Economic
W "Conference on Water Re- Opportunity
(OEO) for rthe
training of Project Head Start
personnel. The ·grant becomes
effective next quarter.

rn

l ~::.~~[~;;~
~=

~*
~

w
)..\,~

in the spring.
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Former USF Student
Becomes Army Officer

Gary p Goreth, 24,. became
an .Arm~ . second lieutenant
after raduation from Armor
Office; Candidate School at
~~
~ Ft. Knox, Jan. 18. Goreth was
~ graduated from USF in '66.

I

L....------~---------------~

JACK PATTEN, Printers

Phone 932-2232

The purpose of the grant ~
to train persons who will
teach children in Head Start
·programs in Hernando, Manatee, Pinellas and Hillsborough
Counties.
. Head Start, o~e o6E101 p~:
. grams under t e
.'
tempts to prepare ch1ldr~n
f;om deprived areas for, pu •
lie school.

1217 E. MADISON ('It Blk. W.131h St)
Phone 229-8206

A postgraduate me_dical
seminar will be held in the
Engineering A u d i t o r i u m
(ENA) at 2 p.m. Friday.
,. The seminar, sponsored by
· USF and Tampa General Hospita!, is · desig~e~ to . as~ist
practicing -physicians -,m. -the
· · diagn~sis and tre~tment of
anxiety and depress10n. . .
"Anxiety and Depression ID
Severe . and Chronic Illness!"
wil). be discussed by Dr. W1~
liam A. Steiger, Temple Umversity School of Medicine.
. Dr. Burtrum C. Schiele,
University of Minnesota Med.1cal Sch<iol, will present " The
Treatment of Anxiety an d Depression."
.
.
.
"The Differential D1agnos1s
of Anxiety and Depression,"
is Dr. Leon Yochelson's topic.
. Yochelson comes from George
Washington Univeristy's Depi&tment of Psychiatry. ·
Chairman for the event will
be Dr. H. Phillip Hampton,
Tampa General Hospital. .

German Prince

SANDAL
SHOP

I

a week or more. · .,
AS HUNDREDS
OF COLLEGE GUYS
AND GALS HAV~ ·
._ SUMMERTIMES·
· with~ ••
Yes; you put
in lots of hours
but •••

You're trained and work on routes where people ~1\:c
bought Good Humor_ Ice Creai:n for Y.ears ••• nu v
vestment ••• everything supplied.

HOW.YOU QUALIFY FOR INTERVIEW

Will Discuss
1. Minimum age 18. ·
·
2• Need a valid driver's lice.ns~ ••• and must be able
Nazism Thursday · to drive a clutch transm1ss1on .,
Prince Hubertus zu Lowen-

3. Be in good physical condition.stein will lecture on "Nazism
and the German People'.'
Sign Up Now For Our Campus Visit
.
Thursday at 8 p.rn. in the UmAsk
your
Summer
Placement
Director
~r
;Stude~t
A1~
versity Center (CTR) BallOfficer to schedule you for our campus v1s1t or write to.
room.
·
The lecture is sponsored by
GOOD HUMOR, Dept. A.
the Department of History. .
800 Sylvan Avenue
On Friday at 1 p.m. an mEnglewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632
itormal reception for Prince
Hubertus will be held in CTR
252. At that time he will discuss "How Stable is German ( INTERVIEW March 8
_
DATE:
.
-Democracy?"
Everyone is invited to atAn Equal opportunity Employer (M/F)
tend.

·March l!f,'. .19, ·and 20 at the ·

~ ::~:~['Ff;;~:. !!; ·=:~~:;,

~~

FREE tfOilR OF BEAUTY .

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MAL~
. 8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.

Clearwater.
Brothers sold Cokes at the III';;;~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,
Gasparilla parade last Monday. They also had a party
for their little sisters.
The fraternity officers are
Frank Walther, president;
Steve H a n s e n,_ treasur~;
D a n n y Griffith, .chapl~m ;
Richard . Hoerbelt, sentemel;
$8 up .
SANDALS
$14 up BILLFOLDS
Keith Ringlespaugh, usher ;
BAGS
$10
up
VESTS
$25
up
-Russ Dickenson, historian;
BELTS
$3.SO
HAIRPIECES
$1.50
Mickey soderlind, p 1 e d g_e
trainer; Jim Ragsdale, pu?lic
COME SEE
AT
ALL ITEMS MADE TO ORDE!l
relations and George Smn,
306
N.
DALE
MABRY
Phone 87!~5983
secretary.
SIGl\IA ALPHA EPSILON
SAE has had a full social
calendar this quarter, Feb. 3,
SAE held a hippie party at
the Adamo Key Club, the

i ~~,"~:;=~ed~J:.~ ~:D:z::~:;el~er~;u::: U:~
''"

1968-69

·: Cosmetic_ Studio
· Home of the

so;· Physicians
To . Discuss
Be The Bl·ues

Clearwater" Beach may, be · "E~~.yone is welcome if
"The ·Prace" this year: for . · they are orperly, dec.ent and
· vacationif.g northern students, stay within··'!h~ l<1;~.~· J:!l~!i~·
if the rumor circulating . water P~Iiee ·· Chief ' Willis
around ·Clearwater is ' triie:_ · Booth said.
·
t6
In_. h·1·s· ·op1'n1·on· , the.students
However, according ·
Woodrow ·w. Todd, executiye wiH continue to . go to Fort
vice president of the Cl~ar\vac Lauderdale and Daytona as
ter Chamber of Commerce, they havedone since 1938,
the students "are '~not welh
d
t l
Clearwater issued two · orcorned" by . t e 1mo e · an .
dinances
to prevent any mistransportation peop e,
if
the students do
conduct
· "If the students would come
co:ine, one prohibits _the drin~.
h
and not do the thinl)S t ey
bli
have done elsewhere · it. ing of intoxicants on pu c
would be different," Todd beaches, parking lots _o r
said.
streets. The other one proh1bit.s sleeping on public beaches.
. So, Clea.rWater Beach_ officials are hoping that with
these tWo ordinances plus the
.
· ,
fact fuat "no invitations have
been issued" . will . deter _the
students from commg to the
West Coast.

~ .

'(:

Exhausted Coed·

.Candlelights have been held
for Debbie Murray, lavaliered
·to Pi Kappa Alpha Ron Warfield and Pat Morris, lavaliered to Lambda Chi Alpha
Norm McCord.

..

booth at the Gasparilla parade. Mike Savidge is . con·
structing a chariot for Greek
Week, supposedly "the likes
of which has never been
seen."
DELTA TAU DELTA
Brothers who have recently
been lavaliered are: Jim
Moses to Linda Kurak, Delta
Zeta; Len Kania to Cookie
Speller, Delta Zeta, and Hai:ry
Kingsberry to Norma ~ow1tt.

mERLE noRmAn

us

Phi Theta Pi Fraternity at
Tiffin University, Tiffin, Ohio,
read about the proj~ct in The
Oracle arid - contributed 100
per cent.

.

"White Rabbit." Feb. 17,
there will be a joint SAE,ATO
party at the ~'White Rabbit."
SAE little sisters defeated
ATO little sisters 5-3 in soft·
ball. Bill McDavid has be.en
nominated to Inter-Fratermty
Council's Judiciary Council.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Recently the Tekes painted
the McDonald Training Center
for Crippled Children and
helped clean up the grounds.
A cookout was held for the
brothers.
Following the service project TKE held a party featuring the Jesters.
SIGMA NU
The brotherhood 'operated a

I
up

Organization·s contributing
100 per cent to the "?end ~
Mouse To College" drive this
·week are: Alpha Tau Omega~
Tau Epsilon Phi, Lambda Chi
Alpha and Alpha Delta Pi.

LANZ c;:>~rqrNALS ... ..
.I . .. .' ·'" -.... ·"ITRACFl\'E
sP.ORTSWEAR
; -- •• ·MONOGR.(MMING
,... .
.
'.
.
•'
! • .
·,;•]iJtiNDBAGS, JEWELRY AND ACCESSO~IES .- ·
' 3612·
PHONE 876 ~ 3355

HENDiRSON'at.SWANN

~he

Pikes joined with the
other Greeks in selling Cokes
on Gasparilla Day. Pike
.moustaches added to the occasion.
Plans are also underway for
Greek Week, with a new entry
in the chariot race.
ALPHA TAU qMEGA
ATO . will sponsor a car
wash with prizes Saturday, 9
a.m. to 6 p.m.,. on U.S. 19 and
60 in Clearwater. There will
be hundreds of prizes, two
·Steak dinners, 175 hamburgers
•
theatre passes in
and SIX

Today, Delta Sigma Tau's
Founder Day, marks the sorority's first year on campus.

eELEGANT LINGERIE

Pi Kappa Alpha P/aR,S
For Nationalization.
By FRANK HAMILTON
Correspondent
PI KAPPA ALPHA COLONY
Pi -Kappa Alpha Colony is
preparing for nationalization
at the end of the month. The
brothers have already ordered
their pins and have organized
the weekend which will bring
guests from all over the coun-

A Valentine candlelight was
held for sister Becky Sopkin,
pinned to Gene Dressler,
Alpha Tau Omega.

5.
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A Medical Answer For

· Promptly Relieves Pain
So Stiff Muscles Loosen Up and
You're Back Into Action

D

OCTORS who specialize in back troubles report most

aching backs are due to weak, tense muscles
which can go into painful spasm as you suddenly ·
bend stretch or twist. To relieve such backache doc- -;:::::::::-.
tors ~ecommend the pain-relief compound in Anaci~• .
Analgesic Tablets. And Anacin gives you more of this -·
medication than any other leading tablet.
Anacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly
relieves pain, helps reduce swollen tissues, and so ~e. leases pressure on sensitive back nerves. Then notice
how stiff muscles loosen up and you move around with
greater ease.
Only Anacin has this special fortified
formula. It's not found In any other product. See If Anacin's exclusive formula
. doesn't Work better for you.

)
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USF, Gator Coeds Clash Saturday
By JEFF SMITH
Sports Editor

ORACLE SPORTS EDITOR

..Another Season Begins
. While two USF intercollegiate teams (swim
squad and women's netters) continue fine seasons,
another begins what it hopes will be an equally good
season.
Hubert Wright's baseball crew opens its third
season this weekend. The Brahmans battle rival
Tampa Friday night and tum around to play Saint
Leo Saturday afternoon (see story, this page).
"We may have the best hitting infield in the
state," Wright said. Augie Schenzinger, a .333 man
at USF in '67, is at first, Dave Glaize, a .300 plus hitter at Edison Junior College, handles second, flashy
Art Ulmer, who ripped .377 at USF,is the shortstop,
and third is solid with Paul Buzzella, from Broward.

JoAnne Young's coed netters open a busy Saturday for
USF intercollegiate teams
when they meet Florida, 10
a.m., on the unlighted courts.
South Florida is seeking its
fourth straight victory. The
Brahmans lifted their record
to 4-1 with an 8-4 win over
FSU here Saturday.
Tish Adams was pressed to
down FSU's Kathy Pressley,
but she did, 6-4, 6-4. Chris
Koutras easily handled Trish
Baisden, 6-0, 6-3.
FSU BROUGHT e i g h t
players, causing the eight singles and four doubles matches. South Florida played its
10-Brahman squad.
Adams sisters took a clean
sweep when Gwenda downed
Mary Ann Marquart and Jacquie dropped Ann Cox. USF's
Elesa Nelson o v e r c a m e
Dianne Glbson 6-1, 6-2.
Other Brahman n e t t e r s
didn't do as well. Debbie Garrison pushed hard in the second set, but lost fo Kathleen
Geraghty 1-6, 6-8.

sible state championship when
the Seminoles played USF.
FSU brought a 6-1 mark into
the match, having lost only to
Rollins.
SOUTH FLORIDA has a
good chance to win the state
title. The Brahmans' only loss
was to Rollins , but USF plays
the Tars here later this season.
Miss Young said USF would
·need to win all remaining
matches to win the state title.
"Florida, like FSU, has a
much stronger club than last
year," she said.
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Tish Adams <USFl defeated Kathy

Pressley (FSU) 6-4, 6-4

USF Missing Big Man
All isn't good for Wright, however. Dana South,
USF's top '67 run producer, isn't back. South ran
into some academic problems and the senior's bat
will be missed. He had 12 RBI through 11 games
last year, including seven ribbie:s in one doubleheader.
'
OTHERS ARE GONE from Wright's 14-8 club
too. But the Brahman coach figures to have a
strong team. "We have the talent for a fine season.
If we can put the right nine on the field, we'll win."
Besides the meri akeady mention~d, some .other
! good diamondmen are returning. Senior letterman
.,.· J:im Fischer could push·Scherizinger .off first. Fischer did a -C:redit~ble job. there last y~ar bl).t didn't hit
like Augie:
Speedster George Miquef led the Brahmans in
stolen bases in '67 and may do it again. He saw little a~tion at second l;J~¢ause of a low,' bat mark but
could be a valuable 'u tility man for the Brahmans
with his quickness . . ·
·

;. • ' Pitching The Key
F~ur hurlers ina'.y ca~ry ·the load in either an
outstandii;ig_campl!-ign or ·ii _.500 one. Wright feels the
burden. is on them. Two have been through it before.
. , .
Two ar~ ti:e~!;J.'~en; '. ·~ . . · .
Veteran right-hander Marv ·Sherzer had a tremend6us4rrark last y~ar and would need a spectacular s&son to fop _it. :rhe jw}ior posted six victories
before losing, and led the mound staff in wins,
strikeouts, complete .'games; innings, and ERA.
Sherzer fired a shutout arid also breezed 14 in one
.
contest:
·
-JUNiOR -MIKE .MACKI coud be the number
two man for USF. Macki missed most of last year
with a sore arm. He started strong, tacking a 2.70
ERA through 20 frames, including a six-inning nohitter against,Florida Southern before giving way to
·a reliefer~ "Macki has been throwing well in practice and we think his arm is completely healed,"
Wright stated.
Much
the load must be . shouldered by Jim
Diaz.- and Jerry Carreno; two Tampa freshmen. Diaz
·hurled his ·Hillsborough High baseball team to the
state championship with a_ ·12-0 mark. He also
pitched ,an American Legion team to the state finals. ' 1
·
.· · Carreno, a lefty from Tampa Plant, topped the
·western Conference in. strikeouts and ERA. His
'only.loss was to Diaz in the regular season and the
curve-baller posted an 11-1 record.
· Looking over the '68 slate, _the Brahmans do
face a good schedule. Florida, Hiram, Duke, and
.Conn~cticut have been ~c)ded, but the USF crew
should win its share.
\
' · ~-, A ~6-9 season isn't, o~t of USF's range and the
Brahmans could go as high as 21-4.1

of

Dianne Gibson (FSU) 6-1, 6-2. Gwenda

,.1, 6-4.

Adams (USF) defeated Mary Ann Mar-

Miss Nelson and Miss Koutras (USF)
defeated Miss Ornstein and Miss Coplan
(N) 6-0, 44, 6'0.

quart (FSU) HI, 8". Jacquie Adams
(USFJ defeated Ann Cox (FSUJ 6-3, 6-1.
Kathleen Geraghty CFSUJ defeated
Debbie Garrison {USF) 6-1, 8-6. Margaret Kane CFSU) defeated Sus1n Bell
(USFl 6-11, 6-0.
Heidi Hansen CFSUl defeated Sharon

Crawley (USF) 6-2, 6-0. Miss Koutras
Pressley and Miss Baisden CFSU) 6·3,

Tish and Jacquie Adams CUSF> de·
<FSUJ 6-J, 6·2. Gwenda Adams and
Miss Garrison (USF) defeated Mis5o
Garaghty and Miss Cox <FSU) 84, 6·2.
Miss kane and Miss Hansen (FSU) defeated Shirley Cooper and Evelyn
Hayes (USFJ 6~. 6-:Z.
NEWCOMB RESULTS
Tish Adams (USF) defeated Suzi om.
stein (NJ 4-4, Jl.6, Chris Koutras (USFl
defeated Marian Shostrom (N) £..2.. 6-3.
Elesa Nelson CUSFJ defeated Marci Co·
plan (N) 6-0, 6-0. Gwenda Adams
(USF) defeated Debbie Rainer (Nl 9-7,
6·2.

Jesus Garcia or larry McGary
Augie Schtn1inger
Dave Glaize

Elesa Wins Again
Junior netter Elesa Nelson returns a backhand agaillst her
opponent in USF's 84 win over FSU Saturday. Miss Nelson
helped lead the Brahmans to their third victory and move
USF's overall record to 4-1 for the season.

Women's Softball Playoffs
Have Finals Set Thursday

ANDROS

FONTANA

I

finish third with a 5-2 mark.
MARY ANN'S I n j u n s
couldn't stop the streaking
Basketweavers and lost 14-4.
Gamma took a 7-0 forfeit
from Mu 3 West.
Delta Sigma Tau ended a
rough season with two defeats. Delta Gamma clipped
the Taus 8-6 and Tri Chi
stopped them 6-0.
Chi Omega was unable to
halt the Tri Delta squad and
took a 15-5 defeat. Delta Zeta
handed Alpha Delta Pi a 10-6
loss.
sir~:i~DL~!'iue
w L GB
Tri Delta
6 1
Kappa D•lta
• 1 l
Delta Zeta .
; 2 l'f.z
Alpha Della P1
3 3 2 1h
Della Gamma
3 ~ 3
Tri
2 4 3'f.z
Chi Chi
omega
2 5 4
Delta Sigmalndependenl
Tau
1 5 4'f.z
League
PEM
6 G
'h
~a~k3e~::tvers
~ l2 l'f.z
2
2'f.z
Gamma
3
Kappa
2 3 3V2
HEP
1 ~
4'f.z
~~r~ ~~;~ lnfuns
~ 57 6s1f.z

c

ts
28

Art Ulmer
Paul Bunella or Terry Hipp
Doug Heykens or Ron Huff
Jon Ritz or McGary
JoM Jolinskl
Miko Macki

SS
LF
CF
RF
P
3B

experienced lineup against the
Spartans. Seven lettermen
and several junior college
stars are still battling for
starting positions.
The Spartans will counter
with a strong mound corps
headed by footballers Carl Cavanaugh and Wallace Jones.
Cavanaugh, a fastball artist
and a quarterback for the
Spartans, is expected to start
Friday.
FIVE RETURNEES from

Lachance, Miller Win

Sunday Sports Rallye
Mike LaChance and Lyrin
Miller won the Sports Car
Club's "A Night To Remember" rallye Sunday with 97 of
a possible 100 points in a
Mustang.
Forty-three cars were entered and 32 finished in ·the allowed 31h hours. The rallye
covered nearly 63 miles.
The top three finishers won
mugs and the next two re·
ceived dash plaques. Jiin
Bradley and Lan Vaura
placed second with 96 markers in an MGB.
Gregg Poston and Mary
Urso nudged ·Boater Imhof
and Mary Scoville, 92-91. Ron
and Linda Swiger finished
fifth with 90 points.
_ USF's next rallye is a TSD
March 3. Seat belts are required in all cars competing
in Sports Car Club events.

NEED
INSURANCE
CALL
STEVE DITTMAN

ph.

good place
to hide
from
Kierkegaarde

last year's squad, including
leading hitter Ray Roderick
at, shortstop, give the Spartans the manpower to field an
impressive starting nine.
Tampa coach Larry Gable
rates newcomer Ed Armando
a pro prospect. Armando may
start at catcher or in the outfield against USF.
Saturday's St. Leo contest
begins at 1 p.m. on the Monarch field.

Or Dante. Or Freud. Or Mc·
Luhan. Or anybody else. Check
out Fontana Hall or call us or

something. This is YOUR kind
of place lo live. Food, pool, and
other definite advantages.

UNIVERSITY

®

AUTO SERVICE
CENTER
TRUST YOUR CAR
10 THE MAN WHO
WEARS THE STAR

Friday's Probable
Starters

a

• Special Student Prices
• Special Staff Discounts

ARGOS ·

By MIKE PATTERSON
Sports Writer

ED'S NOTE · - Murphy Os- cheaters. Seldom will you and moving south to disallow
b o r n e, USF recreational see an official reach up into fans. In New York City there
sports coilrdinat-0r, has offici- the stands and call a foul on are high schools which allow
aied high school· and colle- the team, because he knows it no spectators at their games.
giate basketball · games for only penalizes the team.''
The rea5on for _ this may
over 10 years. He is · ctinWho is responsible for the
come from the spectators,
cerned over the increasmg spectators? I would say the
coaches, officials, or players.
number of incidents at athlet- admi;nistration is, along with
I don't think the big problem
ic events. · Assistant Sports' the coaches.
has been the players. In most .
Editor Doran Cushfug talked.
IT JS the accepted thing cases they have been the ones
with Osborne and the . fill- now that when a man steps up least at fault.
iowing is the first of a twO- to the foul line for a free
Are the officials negligent in
part feature.
· . _. throw, the other team's spectheir duties? In some cases,
"The basketball gymnasium tators jeer and yell at him.
yes. Many times the officials
is
·classroom. It mUl't be. This is the worst example of
could .have ended an adverse
controlled by the teacher - in sportsmanship. They a r e
situation with a technical foul
this case the teacher is tjie trying to hinder the player
coach."
who deserves an unhindered call. Instead, the . game got
away from them.
"This is part of the educa- shot. They are cheating the
tional system. If this game other team.
WHAT EFFECT does this
Under good schools with have on the crowds? At one
and gymnasium are not considered partof that system, it strong administrations, you game I heard a five-year-old
should not be harbored· by the wouldn't have this trouble. boy say, "You , stupid offischools." .
After one game, a lady came cial." He could not have
"Basketball and football down from the stands and known whether the official
games are the advanced verbally attacked one official was ·stupid or not. He had
classes of Physical Education. with profanities. The other of· heard it somewhere. Children
As science and math students ficial went over to the princi- are hearing this 'COnstantly.
have advanced classes, so do pal and explained the situa- They are being educated to
. PE students have an ad- tion. The principal said it think that all officials are stuvanced class."
_was out of his jurisdiction.
pid, blind, and biased. Nega"IT REQUIRES a great
They were standing · in a tive learning has occurred.
deal of hard work and study classroom. If the principal
The 10 or 15 players may be
of the game to compete. This can't take care of his classgaining from the. game expegame is a part of the educa~ room, why should he be an
rience, but if you have 500
tional system. When we go to administrator? We've had
children g e t t i n g negative
the science fair, or bring in a cases where even the adminlearning, is the game a sucspecial math teacher; you istrators have charged out
cess?
would not expect the parents onto the court and told the ofWhat can the coaches do to
to stand back. and jeer at the ficials they were biased.
person explaining the laws of
THERE IS currently a help? He can lead the jeering
.·science."
trend ·starting in the North or coach his team.
"But in the advanced PE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - class, parents do. sit back and
jeer and tell the officials and
visiting teams that they ,are
stupid, blind, biased, and

VARSITY CLEANERS

A

Wright Tabs Macki
Hurler For Tam pa

teated Miss Gibson and Miss Marquart

USF baseball coach Hubert
Wright named Mike Macki
the probable starting hurler in
Friday's season o p e n e r
against the Tampa Spartans.
Gametime is 7 :30 p.m. at
Doc Nance Field in Tampa.
Macki, a junior right-hander
from Illinois, got the nod over
last year's most productive
winner, Marv Sherzer. Sherzer will start for the Brahmans in Saturday's contest at
St. Leo.
AN AILING throwing arm
limited Macki to action in
only 20 innings last season,
but Wright is depending on
him to round out the pitching
staff this year.
The Brahmans will field an

·Women's intramural softball playoffs began Tuesday
and the finals are set Thursday.
Tri Delta and the Basketweavers , were opponents in
Tuesday's action while Kappa
Delta faced the PE · Majors.
The winners will meet for the
top two places and the losers
for third and fourth.
Tri Delta and PEM took key
victories last week to cinch
the Sorority and Independent
League crowns.
,
TRI DELTA, who trailed
Kappa Delta most of the season, downed its rival 9-4. That
moved Tri Delta to 6-1 and
gave it the title.
·
PEM dropped the Basket· h a hea d
weavers 10-4 to . f'mis
in the Independent · circuit.
Both teams entered that contest undefeated.
Mu 3 East nearly made the
playoff but dropped a 9-0
game to the Basketweavers to

Gail Albritton (LJ 6-0, 6-0. Gwenda
Adams (USF) defeated Suzanne Lamal
(L) 6-0, 6-0. Jacquie Adams CUSF) de·
feated Barbara Brown (L) 6·0, ~00ebbie
Garrison
CUSFJ
defeated
Claire Okies (L} 6-0, 6-0. Miss Koutras
and Miss Nelson CUSFl and Miss

Moore ar.d Miss Horan ( L) drew because of darkness 2·6, 6~3, 8-3. Tish and
Jact1uie Adams CUSF) defeated Miss
Albritton and Miss Lamal (l) 6·1, 6-1Gwenda Adams and Miss Garrison
(USF) defeated Miss Brown and Miss
Okies (L l 6~. 6-l.

and Miss Nel5on CUSFl defeated Miss

Veteran US:F ·Referee

Hangers or Folded

I

and Miss O'Keefe (N) 6-4, 6-1. Gwenda
Adams and .Miss Garrison CUSF) defeated Miss Shostrom and Miss Rainer
(N) 6-2, 6·2.

I

5 SHIRTS $1.09

Ann Moore (L) defeated Tish Adams
(USF} 4-3, 4-&, 6-1. Chris Koutras
(USFl defeated Sally Horan CL> 6-3,
3-6, 6-3 Elesa Nelson (USF) defeated

Tish and Jacquie
Adams CUSFJ defeated Christy King

Excited Crowds Worry

To ALL Students: A Special
Limited Offer

LOYOLA RESULTS

6-0.

Nelson {USF} defeated

JESUS GARCIA IS back for a.pother big year at
catcher. Garcia hit .300 after flirting around the
.350 level most of last year. He hit .309 the previous
campaign.
USF's outfield could be the problem spot, but
the Brahmans ha_ve some outstanding prospects.
Larry Mc Gary, a solid .400 man in high school,
hopes to rebound from a poor freshman season.
MARGARET KANE easily
McGary played third for Wright in '67, but is best at
defeated USF's Susan Bell 6-0,
catcher or the outfield. Larry has the ability to lead
6-0. Heidi Hansen outpointed
the club in every offensive category, and I think he
Sharon Crowley 6·2, 6-0.
will respond with a big '68 average. .
USF played well in the, douAlso in the picket line are senior John Jolinski
bles, dropping only o n e
and Doug Heykens, a junior. Heykerts, who stands
match. Sliirley Cooper and
Evelyn Hayes, playing in
nearly 6 foot 6, could be a pleasant surprise for USF
this year. The big outfielder had substandard '- their first match for USF, lost
years for USF in '66 and '67, but still rates on poten- 'to Miss Kane and Miss Hansen, 0-6, 2-6.
tial.
South Florida took two wins
J olinski is a hustler and should work his way
in New Orleans during the
into a regular position. Give McGary the defensive
Gasparilla weekend. U S F
edge over Heykens and J olinski and expect to see
crushed Newcomb · 9-0 and
him in centerfield before the season's end.
Loyola 7-1.
TISH ADAMS dropped the
only match when Loyola's
Ann Moore fought off seve.r al
challenges to win 6-3, 4-6, 6-1.
Tish also played a tough opponent .at Newcomb. She defeated Suzi Ornstein 6-4, 8-6.
Eiss Nrlson breezed past her
opponents in the two mp.tches,
defeating both 6-0, 6-0.
'FSU was looking for a pos-

Jacquie Adams <USF> defeated
Dede O'Keefe (Nl 6-2, 6-0. Debbie Garrison CUSF> defeated Peggy Kowen CNJ

Chris Koutras

(USF) defeated Trish ·Baisden CFSU)

6-0, 6-3. Elesa

932-4~33

For All Your
Insurance Needs
Auto
Motorcycle
Life

See

FREE!
• Complete Lubrication with
each Oil Change.
• Do It Yourself Car Wash
Vacuum, Soap and Wale~
Provided.
• Pick Up & Delivery for
All Maintenance Work far
Students & Faculty.

2911 E. Fowler Ave.
PHONE 932-3387

See or Call

NICK MULEY

(Monoger)

Phone 932-4391

CAMP POSITIONS FOR
FACULTY, OLDER STUDENTS
Exciting work with youngsters at boys' camp,June
23 to August 23. ·Mature staff of men , from all
parts of colfntry (foreign .students)._High degree of' ,
staff fellowship. · Openings include ·nature, astro.;
nomy, electronics, ham radio, musicals, folk ·
m.usic, golf, archery, drama, overnight camping,
baseball, basketball coaches, tennis, waterfront·
(including sailing, skiing, canoeing) fine arts. Fine
salaries, higher for experienced men. 40th year;
Interviews on campus. Send full experience, ref·
·erences. Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 137 Thacher Lane,
S,outh Orange, N.J. 07079

OUR LABELS
COULD ONLY TALK
They'd probably give you the inside story on life as Kirby's label.
First of all it means a longer life;
Kirby's fine clothing is made to
last. In label circles, Kirby's is the
recognized authority on ·· campus
fashion with famous brand names
that mean style and quality. Alas,
our labels don't really need to talk
- it's enough just to know they're
there.
·
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY'TIL 9 P.M.

TOWNSEND NORTH
TAMPA INSURANCE
12810 Nebrska Ave.

~

Ml!N'S WEA,.,
1707 S. Dale Mabry and Northgate

THE RPM SPECIAL
IT'S HERE
First pointed spoke, semi-deep off set, two piece "Mag"
wheel ever made. It features your choice of a natural metal finish
or dark charcoal grey on the center with a highly polished lip.
Has contrasting beauty found formerly only in one-piece
"Mags." Will fit most cars with Disc Brakes.

Onl~ 119.95 set off our
FLORIDA AVE .
TAMPA FLA. 33604
PH. 234-5501 •
7105

SPEEDAMOTIVE, INC.
Hi Speed & Power Equipment
of all kinds

STREET

7290 49TH
N.
PINELLAS PA~K. FLA. 33:569

PH. 546· 1990

7
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USF Tests Powerful Gators
By DORAN CUSHING
Assistant Sports Edit-Or
South Florida's men's tennis
team opens its season Saturday at 1 :30 p.m. - against
Southeastern Conference power Florida.
Brahman coach Spaffort;I
Taylor sees Florida as, "the
toughest opponent all · season.
We are fortunate to compete
against the high caliber of
· tennis that Florida will bring
er, and coach Spafford Taylor. Others on
here Saturday."
the squad are Dick Martin, AI Blevins, and '
USF is still looking for its
Dwayne Howard. South Florida has H dual
first winning season after
matches scheduled.

Brqhmans Compete Saturday
· USF netmen open th,eir third varsity season
against Florida Saturday at USF. Bralunan
neUers, from left, are Tim Barrett, Jim Rinehart, Mike Saine, Fred Clouser, Herb Yobner, Larry Bell, Dan- Per_kins, Glenn Brew'

The only senior on the
squad is Jim Rinehard, starting for the second year. Rinehart is one of four St. Peters-b urg Junior College transfer
students on the USF team.

compiling a 9-13 record over
the past two years.
AFTER FIVE weeks of in·
tersquad matches, Fr e d
Clouser has come to the top of
the team ladder.
Clouser is rated as one of
the top men's tennis players
_ by the Western rankings, and
is only a freshman.
Mike Saine, also a fresh~
man, will" be one of the
starting - six against the Ga- tors.
SAINE WAS the number
one junior netter in prep circles in Indiana.

Tim Barrett was tagged,
"One of the more experienced
players on the team" by Taylor. Barrett was a singles fi.
nalist in the National Junior
College tennis tournament.
DICK MARTIN will be competing for the first time on an
intercollegiate team, but according to Taylor, "has as

·• ..

-Maiors- Win -7th Straight

GOLF~Rs,~ ·NA~ 7TH

By CHARLIE BURKE
Sports Writer

Seco-nd
Finish
B·o. wlers
°"· ' .
By DORAN CUSHJNG
Assis'tant Sports Edi.t or ,
,, , ~S~'s -intercollegia({ bo:i.
~ing team placed ~eco~d- in the
v
.
..
Region 6 American College
Union To.urnanient w h.i 1 e
Brahman goif~rs struggled to
seventh in· the Florida .,_Intercollegiate Golf . Tourney in
Gainesville Saturday.

..

_ Other high USF scores were
Mike •Grear, 209, 527, Hightower; 202, ~4, and Salva, 224,
213,_595.
All-events totals were Ken
Ban, 1382, Norm Heine, 1463,
Mike Grear, 1471, Hightower,
1605, and Salva, 1630.

STEVE MELNYK opened
with a 69 for the Gators s·aturday, but had to rally past two
teammates. to cop individual
honors. _Melnyk's 219 was
three ·over par. John Darr
was one stroke b e h i n d
Melnyk, followed closely by
F1orida's Rick Spears.

Independent champ PE ~a,
jors downed the HEP Cats
55-36 for its seventh straight
men's intra:i;nural basketball
win.
Alpha League teams coritin·
ued their battle for the playoff
spot in the resident tournament. Alpha 4 West defeated
its second- team 79-31 to run
its mark 't o 5-0. Alpha 2 West
·
held its second-place 4-0 recd
Or ·
Beta action stayed close as
Beta 2 East won a forfeit
from Beta Ground East to
shove its mark to 5-0. Beta 3
,
West has a 4-1 record.

Florida now has won the
SOUTH FLORIDA golfers
continued their scoring slump state tournament for the secat the 21st annual Florida In- ond year in a row, and will
keep . the perpetual trophy
_Competing with 13 other tercollegiate -Tournament.
until next year when the tourteams, South Florida bowlers
Tom Robertson was fow
will be on the USF links.
ney
finished 113 pins behind the scorer for USF with a 54-hole
fro_h t-running ·Florida - State total of 234, just ahead of Rick
Fifty-four-hold totals , for
· ,
- Pinl}'len.
FONTANA 3 won the Fo.ntaRagnitt's 327.:
USF were Robertson, 234,
title, 2·0, and Eta easily
na
McKenty,
Bob
237,
Ragnitt,
outdistanced
easily
Florida
Tom Salva led the Brahmans with a nine-game total the nine other teams with a 245, Bill Dykeman, 246, Bob took -the· Andros championof 11i3Q, including a 595 set in team total (top four scores) of Stricklin, 252, and Rick Leh- ships, 3-0. Eta scored over 100
points in two games.
the team event. Bob Hightow- 888. Florida State was second man, 252. ''
Pi Kappa Alpha wrapped-up
er's consistent 537, 544, and with 915, followed by Miami's
Robertson turned in the low the Fraternity Green t itle
524 sets pushed his all-events , 923. USF finished seventh,
rounds with a 76 and with a win over TKE. Pi
18-hole
a
with
Jacksonville
edging
' _total ' to 1605. Florida State
·1
,
· Kappa has a 5--0" mark wh1 e
75.
962.
crown'
· captured the all-events
--------------------------'-------with Jerry Steere's 1762.
USF MAY go to the nationals in Cincinnati, Ohio, if its
team total puts .it among the
top teams from 15 regions
across the nation .

Brahmans Swim. Miami
In ·Nataforium 'Saturday
l

Mike McNaughton captured
the ' three-day competition.
By JEFF SMJTH
· Seven of the nine Brahmans ~ight with ' :58.2 in the _100
Sports-Editor '
- ~·- i:naklng ._ the trip to Athens, backstroke. Pete Kenning was
.
_
USF faces its sternest test Ga., qualified for · the national fifth in the championship _·n_
Saturday when the -Brahmans • . AAU finals artd also the nals _with ' :~8.1: ' ·
- swim• Miami;· 2 p.i;n: ,::fa .; th,e .I ,,N,CA#-1i1'!ai~. .
placed 13th
... . . ,
.Rico. M;µ,;cliin'o
. ._ ;RELIMS WERE swum in - in - 1-met~r -diving with 92.55
j-. •
natatorium .
"This _wJil _be the tougpest , Ahe morning. The top six qual- points and 10th with a 99.88
ifiers rnovet! into- the cham- markers in the 3-meter event.
m~t ' of- ·the. season," coach ·
;pionshlp · finals at night. The
STELTER'S 2 :18.6 in the
Bob-: Grindey said. . "If . we _ next s_ix competed for places
breaststroke consolation
200
did in the South- 7-12 -in the consolation brackswim like
I
•
..
. .• • I
',,
.
finals gave him seventh and
em , Intercollegiate . _S w 1 m _
~alo9
was two-tenths~seconds off the
Championships, we'll" win."
-"Three· - day competition
national AAU and NCAA Uni9303 '- S6th St.
shows :who's , tough and who's
versity qualifying time.
usF
10
sef
Florida:.
South
Ph. 988-2798
.,
" Allowing
recoras· ill ·· 15 - events. during not," Grindey said.
Kelley was fifth i11 the
us to go. to the top meets
-'
finals with a
championship
brings out the best in our
J'erry Brazel
while
:21.4
2
-swimmers."
. South Florida finished sev- clocked a :54.5 for a USF recenth . in the 12-team meet, ord in the 100 butterfly.
USF's 800 free relay team
after holding ninth Thursday
10th with a 7 :57.8.
finished
and seventh ,Friday. Florida
No impqrted ca,r is
'.
championship
the
'fC_JD
easily
-·
"
,- - -- foreign 't:o
FLORIDA'S !123 points was
'
for the second straight year. followed by FSU's 2!14.5,
.~
'
'
BILL KELLEY -set a USF Southern Illinois' 283.5, South
· 10%:- discount to students
record in.-~the 100 breaststroke Carolina's 204, Georgia's 193.5,
prelims with a 1 :03.0 -and fin- Texas' 158, USF's 125, -and
Im·p~rts O~ly Open 9-5
_
ished fifth in t he finals with · a Oklahoma's 109.5.
Brazel's 2:06.3 brought him
:03.6. Alan Stelter was sixth
1
Phone 932-1559
·101orN.·- Nebraska
eighth - in the 200 butterfly
. with a 1 :03.9.
competition. Stelter copped
10th in the 200 individual medley with a USF record, 2:10.8.
South Florida's 400 free
relay team captured eighth in
3 :25.7; another team record.
The Gators took the 400 med·1
ley ,relay.

while SAE is 3-0 with a game
left against Sigma Nu.

- Sig Ep holds a 5-1 record.
·
TKE ls third with 4-2.

much potential as anyone on 17-year-old Dwayne Howard,
rounds out the 11-man squad.
the team."
BLEACHERS WILL be proRounding out _ the starting
six singles players will be vided for spectators at the An-·
Dan Perkins, from Hialeah. dros tennis courts.
The top ranked men's tennis
Perkins was cited by Taylor
as "the one freshman whose player in the state, Armistead
game sliould produce - the . Neely, will be competing for
greatest amount of improve- the Gators.
The match will consist of
ment during the season."
Glenn Brewer just missed six singles matches followed
the sixth position this week, by three doubles contests.
and should be a strong conLOOKING AHEAD to other
tender for the starting lineup matches, Taylor finds Wake
Forest as a tough team.
in later matches.
HERB YOHNER will team
with Barrett in the doubles
competition, and is one of the
most talented junior netters in
the Tampa Bay area.
Larry Bell and Al Blevens
both letter~d last year but
have yet fo prove themselves
•
this season.
The youngest USF netter,

It's natural that -the Fraternity Gold title be decided
when Sigma Alpha Epsilon
plays Phi Delta Theta. Phi
Delta Theta holds a 4-0 mark
LEAGUE STANDINGS
WL GBW L GB Fontana
Andros
3 o - Fontana 3 2 0 Eta
2 l 1 21
2 1 1 Fontana
Thel•
0 2
1 2 2 Fontana .f
Zeta
o 3 3
Lambda
~:;a~ernily G~ld 0

~"::;en~nt7

_

·J . o 'h Beavers
2 1 l'h Guns
-- - 2 3 2'h PEM 2
1 4 3'h Z Dogs

SAE
SN
DTD
ATO
LCA

0

4

4

Fraternity Green
5 0PKA
5 1 'h
SPE
• 2 l'h
TKE

~~;

2

_~

5

~

i

GE
'IE

1 • 4
0 3 4

March 22 Open , N.C. State
Much 29 6;30 p.m .• oePauw
March 30 10 a.m ., DePauw
April 6 1:30 p.m., Tampa
April 1a-14, Cape Coral Inv.
USF'
April 19 6:30 p.m., Cumberland
April 27 Ope-n, Miami-Dade South Mlami
May 3 6:30 p.m., Miami-Dade North USF
Mav 4 10 1 .m., M i am i~ Dade- North USF
USF
May 11 2 p.m., Jacks1:1nville

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
Check Ou,
For Maximum

2 2

-4 2 2112 .
4 3 3
4 3 3
3 4 4

~ ~· ~

l
Thela Chi l 4 A.- 2E
1 s 4•;, 1E-w Blk o
-ATo 2
Beta
s o~ 2E
4 l l
3W
3 3 2•;,
3E

March 21 Open, Pfieffer

Si te

USF
USF
USF
N.C.
N.C .
N.C.
USF
USF
USF

fDlji

Spedals

Pe~ormance

Tire

0_

HEP Cats
2 • •'h
chiefs
Fl ying S l 6 6
Alpha
·5 0 4W
4 o •;,
2w
lE-W Gold 2 2 211,

j ~:~ ~;i.~

T ennis Schedul e

Opponent
Time
Dale
Feb. 24 1:30 p. m ., Florida
March l 6;30 p,m.. Ball stale
March 2 1 p.m., Ball Stilte
March 20 Open, Wake Forest

l

3'h

5

s

STUDENTS will Receive SPECIAL DISCOUNT On
All Purchases of Tires and Parts
Upon Presentation of USF Identification Card

-

~ ~

LAST WEEK'S SCORES
PEM 55, HEP ca1s 36
_Alpha 2E 58, Alpha 1 E·W Black _41
Della Tau Della 59, Lambda Chi 23
Beaveis 68, z Dogs 54
PEM 2 i. Flying Five o {forJeitJ
Beta 2W 31, Beta 4E 27
Alpha 4W 79, Alpha 4W 2 31
Phi Della Theta 50, ATO 32
Delta Tau Della 47, ATO 42
Beta 2E 1, Beta GE o (forfeit}
Alpha 4W 2 33, Alpha 3E·W30
TEP 36, ATO 2 13 Sig Ep JI. Theta Chi 22

-TAMPA
1119 W. Kennedy
Blvd.
Phone 253-3183

3741 E. Hillsborough
Avt.
Phone 237-3945

11003 N. Florida
Ave.
Phone 935-3154

LAKELAND

ST. PETERSBURG

127 S. lake Parker
Ave.
Pho'ne 686-8148

I

2392 - 9th St. N.
Phone 896-4648

I

CLEARWATER
1409 S, Missouri
Ave.
Phone 446-3053

Soma say we specialize in power•••
power for propulsion ••• power for
au~iliary systems ••• power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles ~ •/ power for
-, marina.and i_nduslrlelapplicatioQ~- ~ •.•- -

.

.Terrace
. Bea_µty

~ay's

"

we

,et.:.

·,

,

.

Sports Car_Cl~nic .
·us

_

..

Meet the man
·with the

,

~olle.ge. -_

se._,i.Qr,
Plan

JOHN M. WRIGHT.If ; ou're a college senior or grad-

ate s~dent, Protective :t;.ife's Colleg~
Representa;ive has a ._unique life
insurance-savings progratp designed
especially for you. The .College
Senior' Plan, whkh offers special
benefits at preferre_d races, 'comes to
you from -one of the nation's lead,ing insurance companies; It covers
you in the 'event of accidental death
L" qr disability,' provides full aviation
• coverage, and does much, much
mor~ There' is no 'War exclusion
clause, and your policy is completely paid u_p at normal retire·
meat age. Also, premium deposits
may .be' defetrer;l until,_'your earn'ings io1;rease. - Sound like a plan
' 'Worth investigating? ·Jt is. Contact
·. a Protective ·Life College Repre-

-~entative 'for full information.

..

'

JOHN M. WRfGHT

Adcock·Moore Agency
-Suite 206

Mariner Buil ding

-5415 Mariner Staet
' Tampa, Florida J3609

Tel; 877·8391

. PROTEGTIVE LIFE•
c;;J,C..JU.UUtCI- COMPANY

MIKE - LORGE placed 11th
in the 1,650 free with a record
18 :44.5. South Florida's 400
medley relay team took
fo~th in 3 :44.0, also a record.
McNaughton's 2 :06.0 tied
him for the USF record and
gave him a third in the championship finals. Kenning was
12th in the 200 backstroke con·
solations.
FSU's Seeley Feldmeyer
won the ' 200 and 100 freestyles.
Florida's Mark McKee took
the 400 individual medley and
the 200 breaststroke. ,
GATORS STEVE Macd and
Barry Russo finished first in
the 100 and ~O butterflys , respectively. Texas distanceman Russ Theegan took the
1,650 free .

'·

Brazel figured \n three USF
records, Stelter in t\iro. Grindey said the Brahman swimmers - performed outstandingly, and caJ!ed the meet," "the
fastest we've been in. "
Other individual winners
were F1orida's J im Murphy,
first in the 200 individual medley, and FSU's Randy Stewart, who topped all 1-meter
divers.
Florida and FSU tied in the
400 free relay and Georgia's
Bob Walterman covered the
50 free in :22.0. Oklahoma's
Charles Schober took the 100
backsfroke.

•••

tnarra riaht.
And wrong.

.

:?tft }

It might be said, instead, that we speciaU;e in people, for
we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company's ~uccess. We act
on that belief.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them 'the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can·
manage. Reward them well when they do manage jt.

You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success ••• if yi;iu have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D~ in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
-• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • M~INE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • ~HEMISTRY • M~ALLURQY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS ~ STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS. And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L.
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

"'" - ft
.
.- Wh- 1tney
r-.trcra
P ratt &
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS "EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT '

U

-

OIVISIONOl"'UNITl!D-AtRC"Al'TeORJI'.
-

R

An Equtl Opportunity Employer
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A Connecticut Bunny
Scores In USF Court
By PHILIP R. RUNNELS

Fine Arts Editor
The depth of disillusion , the
:uncertainty of marriage and
'the quest for love that J . D.
.Salinger wove into "Uncle
;Wiggil)'. in Connecticut," came
:through-- brilliantly in the
:Chamber Theatre production
_of the story last Wednesday.
· Bill Alexander, student director, did an effective job of
, editing. Giving the characters
their own narration and stage
direction at the beginning in:directly added much to the
-tragic reality the story closed
with when they ceased to be
· SO dominate.
_ Unfortunately, as the story
'progressed, and the har_;_h ar-har humor dwindled ,
:_some of the audience didn't
respond. Their snickers and

By LISA HARRIS
Staff Writer

Ramona~ Marcia Zukowski's
contribution, was wonderful.
With Jimmy (her makebelieve boyfriend, and Eloise's
all - too - true dead Army
boyfriend) she handled the
child's roll with enthusiasm.
-Again, as in "Desire Caught
by the Tail," the audience had
an unbelievably hard time
stretching their necks beyond
their normal limits to see.
The "platform" is becoming
more and more of a shortcoming. (Pun intended) . It can
only be hoped that some benevolent i n d iv i d u a 1 will
stretch far down into their
pocket imd hire a carpenter to
build some sort of a collapsi'
ble stage.

will

Photo by Richard Smoot

'Make Like Dracula'
Joey Argenio, under the direction of Frank Morse, and a cast
of four others, will attack topical topics with the spirit of
improvisation in the upcoming Experimental Theatre. The
audience will be asked fo offer suggestions for the closing
topics of Friday's performance.

FIVE COMMITTEES UNFILLED

Allen Appoints Three Students

,: '

i;

Pres. John Allen appointed
student members to two University committees Friday.
Fred Slagle, 4PSY, and Roy
Cheatwood, , 3PS, were appointed to the University
Traffic Committee. Richard
Lehman, 2CBS, was the student appointee to the Golf
Course Committee.
The students were appointed
for the year beginning last
Jan. 1. Appointments are
made from a list of nominations submitted by Student
Association Pres. Scott ·Barnett. Prior to these appointments neither committee had
any student representation
this year.
FOR THE LAST six weeks
there had been no permanent
student representatives on
seven University committees.

The Experimental Thea_tre
present improvisational
themes of a topical nature in
the Kiva , Friday at 2 p.m.
The program, directed by
Frank Morse, will include
about 30 minutes of short, humorous blackout scenes. It
will then, b_e turned over to the
audience for suggestions.
In improvisational theatre ,
the director explains the
situation in whic'h the actors
find themselves. The actors
-must spontaneously create action and dialogue. This strict
discipline forces actors to produce a meaningful, unified

were quite humorous. Mary
Jane's intonatioris were wellplanned.

grins were incongruous with
the mood of the story.
Dan Bleich, narrator, was
neatly punched into the action. He added to the humor
with his incidental assistance
to the players and projected
his lines articulately.
Pamala Dameron, as the
disenchanted Eloise, poured
her scotch and heart out to
the story. Whether she was
sober, whimsical, or drunk,
she used the lines to demonstrate a sp-ong feeling of selfawareness with the script.
Peggy Apgar enriched the
character of Mary Jane, past
college roommate of Eloise,
by following Eloise's inflections
carefully and adding her own
sense ~f stage to the story.
Miss Apgar's moments with
Romana, Eloise's daughter,

No new appointments . were
made because of a controversy between Allen and Barnett.
Ba9lett's original list of
nominations included only
enough students to fill the
committee vacancies. President Allen stated that more
nominees were needed before
appointments could be made.
Allen wanted more flexibility
than Barnett's list allowed.
According to Barnett, all
the nominees are experienced
and qualified for the posts
open. "I am going to be convinced that the new · nominees
are as qualified as the people
I have already nominated before I submit their _names,"
Barnett said.
____:, 1
;;)Jll

THREE committees now
have no student representa-

tion. These are the Student Fi_ nancial Aid Committee, the
Facilities Planning Committee
and the University Events
and Lectures Committee.
The Council on Instructional
Services and the Student Af·
fairs Committee have unoffi·
cial student representatives
until the 1968 representatives
can be appointed.
The Student Financial Aid
Committee has met three
times this year without any
student on the committee.
This committee has the rewho
sponsibility of decidin!!
~
are awarded the various
scholarships available, according to - committee chairman
Kermit Silverwood,
A CALENDAR meeting to
begin deciding on the pro·
gram and activities of the

1968-69 school year took place
last week in the University
Events and Lectures Commit·
tee. There were no permanent
student members on this committee.
There has been only one
meeting of the Facilities Plan·
ning Committee this year. No
student attended when the
committee voted to ac-c ept a
Post Office Department offer
to establish a self-service '
postal center at USF.
Last year's members of the
Student Affairs Committee
are meeting with Dean Wun ~
derlich until permanent appointments can be made for
1968. Barnett's nominees for
this committee were all former members of tl1e committee and are now all serving at
tJ1is time.

By LESLIE TAYLOR
Assistant Ma.nagiitg Editor
j,, The Beaux-Arts Quartet
~' ventured
into - the strange
m world of modern experimental
"'' music Wednesday in their
f_-~ chamber music series con"'" cert.
Leon Kirchner's "Quartet
t~~ No. 3 (1966) " \vas the vehicle.
W And what a strange vehicle it
~ was. The skilled Beaux-Arts
,~. Quartet showed that classical

ili

i~ ~u~~~~~~~~~a~a~ut~~. ~~~~
lf "Quartet -No. - 3" seemed
f_;~:l, ;.~:!~i~e~~ac~~·- t~em~~if~~
__

. desolate, eerie, audio, con?1
··~.f.~- volutions.
~'.)
THE QUARTET members

··~ ~~rs~u~~~~mpanied

"Tu

Maybury Is
Consultant.
For-Council

-

The Showboat Dinner Theatre in St. Petersburg is startin' its second apprentice season and is looking for college
students who are interested in
working for a professional
theatre.
The "course" i n v o l v e s
weekly classes in various
phases of technical theatre.
This includes lighting, set
;building, make-up and basic
stage movements.
There will be talks by professional actors who are in
_the- Theatre's cast along with

IJractical application of class
topics. The lab work involves
an optional segment of working in the evening's performances.
Persons interested should
write or call Hank Sparks:
Tampa, 223-2545; Clearwater,
447-3467; and St. Petersburg,
526-9148.
Sparks' address is Box 516,
Pinellas Park. In the letter
should be included your age,
particular interest and - telephone number.

Attention: Seniors and Graduate Students

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
of FLO.RIDA
will be on campus

February 27 & 28, 1968.

A Little Sole
Let yourself go . . . shed all pretense .
enjoy freeilom
_ of soul. In a world of teacher's strikes, draft boards, captured war ships, and mob riots, there isn't much time to relax and let your mind rnn free. These shoes have tred through .
muddy swamps, been purictured with burrs, scratched by
thorns, and covered with dirt. But the owner had shed her
shoes, completely oblivious of their past history of struggle.
All indications are that she is now in the possession of that
great American state known as euphoria . · .. unabri!lged hap·
piness and complete freedom of sole.

We are looking for top flight men with leadership potential in the areas of mathematics,
economics, accounting, management, and
electrical, industrial, civil and mechanical engineering to share in the future of a future~riented company, GENERAL TELEPHONE. For
an interview contact your Placement Office immediately. You'll find telephone industry salaries and benefits are extremely competitive.

Strange bird-like n o i s e s

sound like the cry-box of a
discarded doll, intermingled
-,,,; with the unusual sounds the
d~
string players coaxed from

l!~

i1

Uh
,J;j

Dr. Calvin Maybury, chairman of the Department of
Chemistry, has been appointed consultant for the National
Science Foundation's Advisory Council on College Chemistry.
'
The appointment makes
him one of 24 professors available to college chemistry departments a§ expert consul·
tan ts.
The advisory council provides consultants to work with
institutions wishing assistance
in the improvement of their
undergraduate offerings in
chemistry and in planning future department development.
Maybury received his Ph.D.
from Johns Hopkins University in 1952. tre was a senior
chemist with Applied Physics
Laboratory and a research associate at Johns Hopkins before becoming head of chemistry at Eastern Nazarene
College, where he received his
degree. Prior to his appointment here in 1961, he was on
the faculty of Tufts University.
Maybury is a Sigma Chi
Fraterntiy member, an active
member of the American
Chemical Society, and chairman of the Board of Regents
Committee on chemistry articulation between 2-year and
4-year public institutions in
Florida.

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

Under the direction of Dr.
Gordon Johnson , the group
will present a -selection of sacred and secular music.
The chorale is composed of
60 individuals, chosen through
auditions.
Jerald M. Reynolds, assisprofessor, will be the featured soloist. David Jackson
will present trumpet solos,
and the USF Madrigal Singers
will make an appearance in
the second half of the program.
tan~
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ALMA HARRISON
asks you to call or ,o_me to

World Travel
Center
FOR TICKETS
AND RESERVATIONS

y' Airlines
y' Cruises·

v'
Anywhere -

Tours
Anytime

NO SERVICE
CHARGE
.PHONE 877·9566

Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF

Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

Birdsong M~f;;;·i~~:·"'~

World Travel Center
2624 Hillsboro Plaza
Tampa, Florida
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their own traditional instruments.
The crucial entrances, after
a: series of sound ·effects, were
made with m e t r o n o m i c
perfection. Sometimes it was
difficult fo distinguish strings
from sound effects ; the
coordination was incredible.
The "Quartet in F minor,
Op. 20, No. 5" by 'Haydn, was
also performed with remarkable expertise. The rapport,
and delicate articulation of
the work was outstanding.
During the fast-paced Finale, viola player John Graham dropped his bow, but his
recovery was so fast that
scarcely a note was missed.
Beethoven's "Quartet in C
major. Op. 59, No. 3" brought
the audience back to earth
after tl1e Kirchner "Quartet."
Once again the Beaux-Arts
Quartet exhibited their considerable talent - and were
rewarded wtih a standing ovation.

The Fine Arts Chorale will
present a concert Monday
evening at 8 :30 in the Teaching Auditorium Theatre.

JOHNNY R. ADCOCK

Luncheon Buffet

GENERAL TELEPHONE

by record·

llj
click-clicks, tom-toms, and a
!@

' '

Showboat
Dinner Theatre
.
Offers Students Work

scene without the aid of a
script or rehearsal.
THE COMEDY team of
Mike Nichols and Elaine May
worked with improvisational
situations.
Performers in the improvisations will be: Joey Argenio,
Heidi Haughee, Doug Kaye,
Claudia Juergensen, Barbara
Malloy, and Frank Morse.
Stylistically, the performance will resemble an ear- lier Feiffer presentation but
there is really nothing else to
which improvisation can be
compared.
Morse said he would like an
improvisational group to continue working on a permanent
basis.
\

Qua_rtet Turns
To M·od Mood
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USF Chorale
In Concert

Spontaneous Skits
Presented Friday
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2701 East Fowler Ave.

ate student, Protective life's College
Representative has a unique life
insurance-savings program designed
especially for you. The College
Senior Plan, which offers special
benefits at preferred rates, comes to
you from one of the nation 's lead ing insurance companies. It COYers
you in the event of accidental death
or disability, provides full aviation
coverage_, and does much, much
more. Thfre is no war exclusion
clause, ani:l your polic)' is completely paid up at normal retire·
ment age. Also, premium deposits
may be deferred until ~· our earnings increase. Sound like a plan
worth investigating? _It is. Coatact
a Protective -Life College Repre·
sentative for full information.

